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Foreword
Dr. David Chung, JP
Under Secretary for Innovation and Technology,
Hong Kong SAR Government

Hong Kong towards innovation driven re-industrialisation

The Policy Address delivered in October
2021 demonstrated the current-term
Government’s emphasis on, determination for,
and commitment to promoting Hong Kong’s
innovation and technology (I&T) development.
In addition to the proposed expansion of the
Innovation and Technology Bureau into the
Innovation, Technology and Industry Bureau
to better support re-industrialisation, which
forms part of the Government re-organisation
proposal, several forward-looking and groundbreaking I&T initiatives have been put forth
in the Policy Address. With unprecedented
strides made in this respect and substantial
opportunities offered by the National
14th Five-Year Plan and the GuangdongHong Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area (GBA)
development, we will continue to foster Hong
Kong’s I&T development at full steam and lay
a solid foundation for developing Hong Kong
into an international I&T hub.
The Policy Address announced the
designation of multiple land sites for I&T
uses, including (i) consolidating the Hong
Kong-Shenzhen Innovation and Technology
Park and the areas around Lok Ma Chau and
San Tin to form the San Tin Technopole; (ii)
reviving the Ma Liu Shui Reclamation project,
together with the relocation of Sha Tin Sewage
Treatment Works, which will provide new land
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for I&T development; (iii) building landmark
I&T facilities with a scale comparable to
Cyberport in Lau Fau Shan; and (iv) reserving
land sites for the University of Hong Kong
and the Chinese University of Hong Kong for
research and development. We have also
invited Hong Kong Science and Technology
Parks Corporation (HKSTP) to start planning
for the construction of the second Advanced
Manufacturing Centre.
To leverage our strength on health tech,
we will also set up an InnoLife Healthtech
Hub in the Lok Ma Chau Loop, with the 16
life and health-related laboratories in the
InnoHK research clusters and the 8 State Key
Laboratories in life and health disciplines as
the basis, to focus on related research work.
To support start-ups, HKSTP will set up the
GBA InnoAcademy and GBA InnoExpress at
its branch in Shenzhen to provide training and
support them to go global and attract foreign
investment.
These new initiatives will propel Hong Kong
forward on the journey of I&T development.
The Government will endeavour to take
forward these initiatives with a view to
developing Hong Kong into an international
innovation and technology hub.
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Prof. Tam Kar Yan
Dean of Business and Management,
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

The spirit of entrepreneurship and innovation
within Hong Kong remains alive and well,
despite the realities set forth by the pandemic.
COVID-19 has not had too much of a negative
impact on entrepreneurial activities. On
the contrary, the pandemic has provided
a new stream of opportunities for those
with an innovative mindset. Hong Kong’s
quick response to the situation is a further
testament to the city's resilience to confront
the crisis using innovative methods.
The startup landscape in Hong Kong has
made impressive progress over the years.
Thanks to the favourable government policies
and incentives, as well as the launch of various
initiatives by local universities, we are seeing
a rise in the number of incubators. A growing
number of students are choosing to start
a business upon graduation, with a lot of
success stories in Hong Kong and beyond.

Israel, one of the critical challenges that Hong
Kong will need to address is its talent pool.
The success of global innovative cities has two
common traits: they are a magnet for global
talent and are home to leading technology
companies. Hong Kong needs to attract
brilliant ideas and talent from all around the
world by taking advantage of its proximity to
Shenzhen as well as its deep integration with
the GBA.
Additional investment into STEM education
is also welcomed, which will drive and
unlock the full potential and creativity of
our new generation. We hope to see more
opportunities provided for our talented young
generation to start meaningful and high-end
projects in the future. As long as their abilities
can be fully utilised and their work recognised,
Hong Kong's startup ecosystem should be
able to grow and prosper.

As a city that is rising to become a global
innovation hub on par with Silicon Valley and
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Preface
Philip Law
Hong Kong Leader
Deloitte Technology Fast Program
Venture Capital & Private Equity, Southern Region China

As we celebrate our 5th year showcasing
remarkable stories of growth and leadership,
we’re delighted that so many companies in
Hong Kong’s tech industry are continuing
to grow. The rise of businesses that have
successfully harnessed technology is clear.
But as we know, the tech industry is built on
resilience, grit and determination, and the
ability to quickly adapt, innovate and problem
solve to thrive in ever-changing circumstances
is in the DNA of founders and startups. The
companies in this year’s Tech Fast Ranking
have shown incredible leadership, agility,
foresight, passion and perseverance, and
beyond their growth there is much to be
proud of in this community.
Through the research and data collected
in selecting these outstanding Tech Fast
companies in Hong Kong and the Greater
Bay Area, Deloitte and Alibaba Hong Kong
Entrepreneurs Fund have jointly produced the
research to provide a deeper understanding
of innovation and technology transitions. It
also provides a thorough comparison and
understanding of emerging changes and the
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implications of business-oriented innovation
in Hong Kong and the Chinese Mainland.
We are honoured to have Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology (HKUST)
Business School as our official knowledge
partner, and are particularly thankful for their
input in designing the survey, carrying out part
of the survey and providing valuable insights
during the writing of this report.
Embracing innovation allows organisations
to improve internal processes and drive their
growth potential. Hong Kong's fast growing
technology companies, however, face an
entirely different set of challenges than their
larger peers due to limited resources. This
paper explores the opportunities and barriers
in the existing ecosystem that confront Hong
Kong's growing companies.
We extend an enormous thank you to our
sponsors, strategic partners and supporting
organisations for the support they have given
this year’s programme. Congratulations to all
the Technology Fast 2021 Hong Kong winners!
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Background
For more than two decades, Deloitte has
recognised the fastest-growing public and
private companies across the technology
ecosystem through the Technology Fast
Program. The program provides annual
ranking over 30 countries, celebrating
innovative, rapidly growing companies around
the world.
The 2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Fast
(HKTF) ranks fast growing public and private
technology companies on their revenue
growth over the last three years.
HKTF is open to companies from the
technology, life science and other new
economy sectors. Tech Fast Companies
must satisfy the following criteria:
• Three years of business operation
• Headquartered in Hong Kong
• At least HKD1,200,000 in operating revenue
during the 1st year of the 3-year evaluation
period
• Proprietary intellectual property or
proprietary technology that generates
substantial operating revenue
Three tech companies that have achieved
outstanding growth and leadership status are
awarded Technology Leadership awards.

Rising Star is a special category that
recognises high-growth companies that
have demonstrated astounding business
growth, but are too young to be listed in the
Technology Fast ranking.
Tech Fast Female awards recognise
companies with considerable business
growth, and were founded or cofounded by
women, or have female CEOs.
HKTF is a sub-program of the Deloitte
China Technology Fast 50 Program (China
TF50). Once an enterprise reaches HKTF, it
automatically becomes eligible to enter the
China TF50 Program to compete with peers
from every corner of the Chinese Mainland.
Over the years, many companies named in
the global Deloitte Technology Fast 50 (Global
TF50) have emerged to become international
technology giants, with notable winners
including Apple, Google, Meta, Baidu, Alibaba,
Tencent, Jingdong and Qihoo 360. With
most of its companies at their early growth
stages when ranked, the TF50 can also
be considered the "Cradle of Rising Stars".
China TF50 has become an important part
of Deloitte Technology Fast 500 Asia Pacific
(TF500 Asia Pacific), with companies achieving
China TF50 rankings automatically becoming
candidates for TF500 Asia Pacific.
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Technology Leadership Winners
2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Fast Leader
Crypto finance
service

Amber AI Limited
Founded in 2017, Amber Group is a leading digital assets platform with a presence in Asia, Europe, and the Americas.
It provides a full range of digital asset services spanning investing, financing, trading, and spending. To date, it has
serviced more than 800 institutional clients and cumulatively traded over USD800 billion. Amber is backed by leading
global investors including Sequoia Capital and Tiger Global Management. In 2021, it raised USD100 million in Series B
funding to become Hong Kong’s latest fintech unicorn.
https://www.ambergroup.io

Blockchain
technology / NFT /
Game developer

Animoca Brands Corporation Limited
Animoca Brands is a leader in blockchain and gamification, driving digital property rights via NFTs and gaming to help
build the open metaverse. It raised US$65 million in October 2021 at a valuation of US$2.2 billion. The company has
a broad portfolio of products including the REVV and SAND tokens; original games including The Sandbox, Phantom
Galaxies, and Crazy Defense Heroes; and products for hundreds of popular IPs including MotoGP™, Disney, WWE,
Power Rangers, and Doraemon. It has over 100 investments in NFT-related companies and decentralized projects
that are building the open metaverse.
https://www.animocabrands.com

Intellectual
property

Vobile Group Limited
Vobile Group is a globally leading SaaS solutions provider in content protection and monetization. It enables media
companies and brands to maximise the value of their IP in a new era. Vobile serves a wide range of customers,
primarily content owners and distribution platforms. Its client roster includes many top-tier film studios, television
networks, music labels, and sports leagues. Vobile is a technology innovator driven by data, a love of entertainment,
and an entrepreneurial spirit, and is dedicated to the development of the media industry.
https://www.vobilegroup.com
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Technology Fast Winners
2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Fast Awards

#01

Loyalty
program

Growth rate

2095%

AsiaTop Loyalty Limited
AsiaTop Loyalty operates the only open loop loyalty platform in the Greater Bay Area, which focus on loyalty points
exchange, e-vouchers, digital marketing, and O2O by using the latest technologies such as blockchain, AI and AR.
AsiaTop Loyalty leverages technologies to connect and integrate multiple loyalty programs, allowing fragmented
reward points to be converted into a universal unit – AT Points. Users can redeem coupons or exchange points from
a wide variety of merchants in real-time on a single platform.
https://en.asiatop.net

#02

Integrated
management platform

Growth rate

840%

Chain Technology Development Co. Limited
Chain is an innovator that develops one-stop digital twin solutions bridging innovative technology with architecture,
engineering, construction, and the property management industry. Chain is dedicated to providing the single source
of truth for clients to manage their sites anywhere and anytime, streamlining the decision-making process, and
ultimately facilitating overall sustainable development.
http://chaintechdev.com

#03

Logistic
service

Growth rate

328%

Kin Shun Information Technology (Hong Kong) Limited (Zeek)
Zeek provides one-stop O2O last-mile delivery solutions for F&B, lifestyle and FMCG merchants in Southeast Asia
including on-demand delivery for quick commerce, as well as SaaS tailored to corporate business needs. Zeek
has grown to be one of the leading logistics players in Southeast Asia and has expanded its business presence in
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam, and is planning to set foot in the Philippines, Indonesia, and Taiwan.
https://www.zeek.one
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2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Fast Awards
Consecutive

Award for

2

series

#04

New
retail

Growth rate

264%

Starling Labs Limited (SHOPLINE)
SHOPLINE is Asia's biggest smart commerce platform, helping brands of all sizes strengthen their local businesses and
sell products everywhere. It has helped more than 150,000 brands open online stores since its foundation in 2013.
https://shopline.hk

#05

All-rounded service
platform

Growth rate

226%

HelloToby Technology (HK) Limited
Founded in 2016, HelloToby is a leading service marketplace platform with over 800 categories, where users are
empowered to connect with professionals, receive customized quotes, and achieve instant service booking. Since
inception, Toby has expanded from a single lead-generation business focusing on freelancers and SMBs to a
consortium of consumer-centric service marketplaces that provide substantially better and more customised user
experiences.
https://www.hellotoby.com

#06

AI-based renovation
platform

Growth rate

215%

HK Decoman Technology Ltd
HKDECOMAN is a fast-growing one-stop O2O renovation platform, aiming to disrupt the traditional renovation
industry by bringing standardisation, transparency, convenience, and automation to the industry.
https://hkdecoman.com

#07

Chatbot
technology

Growth rate

154%

Set Sail Venture Limited
Set Sail AI offers omni-channel, enterprise-grade automated customer engagement solutions. As a global partner
of Meta, the company helps leading enterprises improve the effectiveness of marketing campaigns and enhance
customer service experience, leveraging an in-house proprietary Natural Language Processing Technology and AI
automation. The Group is actively expanding into South East Asia, serving multiple sectors.
https://chatbot.com.hk
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2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Fast Awards
Consecutive

Award for

2

series

#08

Logistic
service

Growth rate

126%

Alfred24 Tech HK Limited
alfred24 Technologies (formally Pakpobox) is a tech-logistics company specialised in automated parcel lockers and
software solutions to make deliveries sustainable, efficient, and convenient for all. It provides plug & play and scalable
logistics solutions that multiply the efficiency of a single courier, reducing the number of delivery vehicles on the road
and the environmental impact of commercial urban transport.
alfred24 Technologies has built parcel locker networks in sixteen countries for numerous logistics service providers
and operates 9,000 pickup points in Hong Kong, Indonesia, Italy, and Brazil.
https://www.alfred24.com

#09

Intelligent
hardware

Growth rate

110%

Aloha Group Limited
Aloha is a Hong Kong based Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and digital marketing tech company founded in 2016.
The company is an incubation member of the Hong Kong Science and Technology Park, currently in its highest
selective program, the Leading Enterprises Acceleration Program (LEAP). The company aims to use its proprietary
platform and SEO expertise to establish customers’ organic search digital foundations while expanding their digital
reach through digital paid media strategies.
https://www.alohaonline.asia/
Consecutive

Award for

2

series

#10

Communication
technology

Growth rate

102%

GoGoChart Technology Limited
GoGoChart, a tech-enabled mobile marketing firm in Hong Kong, was the first Apple certified & Google App
partner in Hong Kong. Its mission is to become the world’s leading mobile marketing technology brand. Since its
establishment in 2016, the company has helped over 2,000 brands in more than 60 countries optimise and promote
their apps. It has also evolved into an all-rounded digital marketing service provider after winning trust from
thousands of brands. Key clients of GoGoChart include Fortune 500 companies, blue-chip listed companies and
SMEs from the finance, consumer, e-commerce and gaming sectors.
https://www.gogochart.com
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Rising Star Winners
2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Rising Star Awards (in alphabetical order)

#01

Bioscience

Bone's Technology Limited
Bone’s Technology is developing a preventative treatment system with unprecedented safety and effectiveness for
patients at risk of osteoporotic fracture. It focuses on the healthcare system and biotechnology and believes it can
improve the life quality of elderly people and relieve the financial burden for every family.
http://www.bonestech.com

#02

Semiconductor

Caelus Technologies Limited
Caelus targets the design and development of destructive solutions based on patented technologies by offering ultrahigh performance analog solutions IP or standalone chips to customers and partners. The concept works well even in
very deep submicron processes to take advantage of process scaling. Caelus provides solutions across a wide range of
applications such as instrumentation, medical imaging, data acquisition, sensors, and wireless/wireline communications.
http://www.caelustech.com

#03

Data
Analysis

Dayta AI Limited
Dayta AI is a Hong Kong-based AI startup formed by three young and passionate entrepreneurs. Its Smart Retail & Mall
solution, Cyclops, uses AI to analyse video footage and assess data to improve conversion, marketing and operational
performance.
https://dayta.ai

#04

Artificial
Intelligence

DeepTranslate Limited
DeepTranslate is one of the industry’s leading AI translation engines. Its mission is to transform professional
communication intelligently. With cutting-edge deep learning technology and top-notch research and development,
translation, and linguistics teams, it works with clients to enhance efficiency and provide opportunities for growth.
https://deeptranslate.hk
13
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2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Rising Star Awards (in alphabetical order)

#05

Intelligent
hardware

eNano Health Limited
eNano is developing a series of saliva-based solutions for self-health management and fast screening of multiple
diseases based on the company’s patented platform technology.
https://enanohealth.com

#06

Service
provider

En-trak Hong Kong Limited
En-trak is a proptech IoT solutions provider based in Asia. It is on a mission to make buildings more efficient,
productive, and comfortable places to work, all while helping to reduce carbon footprint and operating costs.
https://www.en-trak.com

#07

Travel and
lifestyle

FreeD Group Limited
FREED GROUP is an award-winning AI digital and smart merchandising solution company utilizing artificial intelligence,
big data and machine learning technologies to provide end-2-end digital solutions, which enrich and expand its
customers’ service scope and service level by building consumer facing digital platforms that combine vendor
resources, inventory management, and AI recommendation system into one solution.
https://www.freed.group

#08

Food and
beverage

Hestia Technology Limited
Hestia is the provider of a prepared meal subscription service intended to deliver freshly cooked food to customers.
The company is committed to becoming a pioneer in the automation and standardisation of Chinese food cooking and
delivering, enabling consumers to access healthy, freshly cooked food.
https://www.hestia.kitchen
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2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Rising Star Awards (in alphabetical order)

#09

Technology

Hinyeung Limited
Hinyeung focuses on high-speed and high-resolution 3D cameras and smart industrial robotics systems. The
accuracy of Hinyeung 3D cameras can reach up to 0.5 microns level and the frame rate is up to 310 FPS. The smart
industrial robotics systems developed by Hinyeung includes 3D data analysis algorithms, robotics trajectory planning,
and positioning algorithms, which improve the efficiency of setting up 3D machine vision systems. Hinyeung’s
products are mainly applied in the logistics, automotive, electronics, and semiconductor industries.
http://www.hinyeung.com

#10

Blockchain

Hong Kong Digital Asset Ex Limited
HKbitEX is a leading digital asset exchange and is committed to providing a compliant and regulated digital asset
spot trading and over-the-counter trading platform for global professional investors. HKbitEX was one of the first
organisations in Asia-Pacific to apply for a "virtual asset trading platform licence" from the Hong Kong’s Securities and
Futures Commission, which will further enable it to offer compliant, secure and reliable digital asset trading services
to global professional and institutional investors.
https://www.hkbitex.com.hk

#11

Information
Technology

Ignatica
Cloud-native solutions built to accelerate new product development and transform the customer service experience.
Ignatica’s solutions enable innovative insurance product creation, straight through digital servicing, and better
customer interaction.
https://www.ignatica.io

#12

Financial
services

MediConCen Limited
MediConCen is a leading, Hong Kong-based Insurtech startup established in 2018. MediConCen utilizes blockchain
technology to provide clients with seamless and automatic insurance claim and medical consultation experiences.
https://mediconcen.com
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2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Rising Star Awards (in alphabetical order)

#13

Environmental
Science

RHT Industries Limited
RHT Industries Limited is a technology company that focuses on the sustainable development of innovative
technologies in material sciences. RHT aims to combine the advanced overseas technology using sustainable materials,
promote the “b-MOLA” brand internationally, and create a green living environment for the next generation.
https://www.rhtind.com.hk

#14

Robotic solution
platform

Robocore Technology Limited
Robocore is a leading developer of applications for robotics platforms. It develops solutions for all segments and
customers including home, hospitality, retail, medical, industrial, commercial, and all other relevant applications.
Robocore develops solutions by integrating smart external sensors on platforms, such as wellness sensors, medicalgrade sensors, and others.
https://www.robocore.ai

#15

Biotechnology

Sirnaomics Inc.
Sirnaomics is a clinical-stage RNA therapeutic biopharmaceuticals company focused on the discovery and
development of innovative drugs for indications with significant unmet medical needs and large market opportunities.
Sirnaomics is the first company to achieve positive Phase IIa clinical outcomes in oncology for an RNAi therapeutics for
its core product, STP 705, and is the first clinical-stage RNA therapeutics company to have a strong presence in China
and the US.
https://sirnaomics.com

#16

Technology

SmartMore Corporation Limited
SmartMore is a leading vision AI company, focusing on applying computer vision to intelligent manufacturing and
ultra-HD video industries. The mission of SmartMore is to keep innovating and to create excellence. With solid
experience in the computer vision field for over 20 years, SmartMore provides full-stack and end-to-end vision AI
services with a four-in-one solution that includes algorithms, applications, engineering, and chips.
https://www.smartmore.com
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2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Rising Star Awards (in alphabetical order)

#17

Biotechnology

Take2 Health Limited
Take2 Health Limited is a healthcare start-up headquartered in Hong Kong that explores, invents, and builds
empowering platforms to harness the power of biomedical sciences and informatics, delivering better healthcare
solutions to individuals and communities with actionable information and results. Take2 Health aims to be a key
driver of making innovative healthcare inventions widely accessible to the public in China and across Asia.
https://take2health.net

#18

Data
Analysis

VisionMatrix Technology Limited
VisionMatrix Technology focuses on accurate, affordable, fast, and scalable video search solutions for commercial
clients and online users, to find interesting content about people, behaviors, objects, or celebrities among massive
video data.
http://www.vision-matrix.com

#19

Intelligent
technology

VoiceAI Technologies Hong Kong Limited
VoiceAI Technologies is an innovative AI company focusing on speech analysis which owns a full stack of acoustic and
speech processing technologies, dedicated to activating and reconstructing the value of speech data, while helping
customers improve risk control, compliance management, and marketing.
https://www.voiceaitech.com

#20

Insurance
technology

YAS Digital Limited
YAS is the insurtech pioneer in Hong Kong. Through deep technologies and data analytics-driven approach, YAS is a
brand-new microinsurance marketplace that functions like an app store, empowering insurers with open APIs ready
to plug and play in accordance with growing trends within the on-demand economy.
https://www.yas.io
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Tech Fast Female Winners
2021 Deloitte Hong Kong Technology Fast Outstanding Female Entrepreneur Awards

#01

New
retail

Laclary Hong Kong Limited
Laclary (Qponbay) is an online marketplace for discerning retailers and consumers who are seeking the products of
brands leading with ethical practices. All of the products listed on Qponbay are screened and verified on its built-in
blockchain system delivering on five core values: authenticity, traceability, transparency, safety, and sustainability.
https://www.qponbay.com

#02

FreighTech &
Fintech

FreightAmigo Services Limited
FreightAmigo is a 1-stop supply chain finance eMarketPlace. Individuals and corporate clients can compare air freight,
sea freight, rail freight, courier, and cross-border trucking services door-to-door instant freight quotes. FreightAmigo
also provides supports instantaneous customs clearance, trade finance, and cargo insurance.
https://www.freightamigo.com/
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About the study
For HKTF 2021, Deloitte, in collaboration with
Alibaba Hong Kong Entrepreneurs Fund, has
conducted primary and secondary research
on and interviewed Hong Kong's fastest
growing tech companies, aiming to provide a
systematic analysis of the current state and
evolvement of Hong Kong’s I&T ecosystem.
We are honoured to have Hong Kong
University of Science and Technology (HKUST)
Business School as our official knowledge
partner, and are particularly thankful for their
input in designing the survey, carrying out
part of the survey and providing valuable
insights during the writing of this report.
Research methodology
The data in this report is mainly based on
surveys carried out in the third quarter of
2021 in Hong Kong. A series of individual
interviews with key stakeholders across
Hong Kong’s innovation ecosystem were
conducted simultaneously. Their viewpoints
are presented throughout the report.

faced by Hong Kong in the domain of
technological innovation, and areas that
need further improvement to strengthen
its innovation ecosystem. The respondents
represented large, mid-sized and small startups. The background of respondents varied
across a broad range of industries, including
artificial intelligence, financial technology, life
sciences and healthcare. The Entrepreneur
Survey was also conducted in other cities
of the Chinese Mainland. This compares
Hong Kong with representative cities in the
Greater Bay Area and the rest of the Chinese
Mainland cities across multiple dimensions
including innovation, human resources,
employee motivation and companies'
development plans.
The Student Survey targeted student
entrepreneurs from universities in Hong
Kong. The survey canvassed student
entrepreneurs’ opinions and attitudes
towards Hong Kong's innovation and
technology environment.

The Entrepreneur Survey sheds light on Hong
Kong government’s efforts in promoting I&T
sector, major challenges and opportunities
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153 Hong Kong-based entrepreneurs and startup executives

14%
seed stage

22%
early stage

35%
roll-out stage

29%
growth or maturity stage

Top sectors represented:

18%

artificial
intelligence,
analytics

8%

sustainability,
environmental,
green technology

15%

financial
technology

8%

internet of things,
3D printing,
wearables

13%

biotechnology,
medical,
healthcare

7%

new
retail

8%

digital
entertainment,
media, gaming

23%

others

1,382 Hong Kong-based university students

68%
undergraduate

23%
post-grad or Master’s

6%

Top disciplines represented:

46%

STEM

6%

arts, humanities,
social sciences

45%

business,
commerce,
economics

3%

others

doctorate, PhD or above

3%
diploma or pre-university

The survey was conducted in September and October 2021. This study also includes
interviews with Key Opinion Leaders in innovation and entrepreneurship, including
government leaders, academics, venture capital executives and entrepreneurs.
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Introduction
Deloitte and Alibaba Hong Kong
Entrepreneurs Fund jointly produced this
report Rekindling Hong Kong's economic
growth through innovation. We thank the
thought leaders across public, private and
voluntary sectors for their valuable insights
and feedback. One recurring theme—
resilient leadership amid uncertainty—stood
tall. In the past year, we have witnessed
startups and Tech Fast companies transform,
exemplifying the attitude, agility and
adaptability to not just recover, but vault
forward with direction and purpose.
The megatrends of our times, from the
pandemic and geopolitical tensions to climate
change, pose unprecedented challenges.
However, they also spotlight entrepreneurs
as powerful economic drivers. With relentless
passion for a better world, startups are the
engines of economic, environmental and
social progress.
This study explores the state and evolution
of Hong Kong's innovation ecosystem. In
highlighting the ingredients that contribute to
a burgeoning innovation culture, our survey

revealed the global race for talent. We need
to empower our youth, foster entrepreneurial
mindsets to develop agents of change, and
seize opportunities under the National 14th
Five-Year Plan and in the Greater Bay Area.
Innovation and technology are the keys
to unlocking sustainable growth. To this
end, the Government has spearheaded
I&T development, with more than HKD130
billion invested over the last four years. The
2021 Policy Address includes the visionary
development of Hong Kong’s Northern
Metropolis into a world-class cluster
embodying the "Live, Work, Learn, Play"
mantra, and will strengthen Hong Kong's
connections with Shenzhen and the GBA.
Transforming Hong Kong into an international
I&T hub requires government, industry,
startup, academia and research sector
collaboration. As we celebrate the remarkable
achievements of the Tech Fast companies,
we invite our readers—whether founders,
investors, policymakers, students or
ecosystem builders—to join hands on this I&T
agenda and advance together.

Cindy Chow

Falcon Chan

Bong Chan

Executive Director
Alibaba Hong Kong
Entrepreneurs Fund

Partner
Strategy, Analytics and M&A
Deloitte China

Southern Region Leader
China TMT Industry
Deloitte China
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Executive summary
Innovation and technology (I&T) is key to Hong Kong's economic growth
plans and entrepreneurship is vital to maintaining its status as one of the
most vibrant and competitive opportunity hubs in Asia.
This study explores Hong Kong's progress in establishing itself as a
world-class innovation hub, covering government and policy, research
and development, talent and education, funding, business support,
and culture and norms. It also assesses Hong Kong's role as part of the
Greater Bay Area's I&T ecosystem development.

Hong Kong’s I&T ecosystem is increasingly vibrant against backdrop of
National 14th Five-Year Plan and GBA development
• As part of China’s 14th Five-Year Plan, Hong Kong is encouraged to elevate its status as an
international I&T hub and reinforce its unique position of close links with the GBA, Mainland
Chinese, and other key global markets.
• Hong Kong’s efforts to accelerate I&T development and GBA integration over the past decade
led to a two-fold increase in I&T GDP, with double-digit growth achieved for the first time in
2017-18 and again in 2018-19.1 There was also a three-fold increase in the number of startups
in Hong Kong. 2
• The pandemic created new headwinds for startups, with nearly half of entrepreneurs
surveyed (46%) finding it difficult to interact with customers, and about a third (29%)
struggling to manage a decline in revenue. Despite this, the startup ecosystem remains
vibrant with 12% year-on-year growth in 2021, reaching a record high of 3,755 companies.2
• According to the survey, 63% of Hong Kong startups have a strong interest in expanding into
GBA cities. They expect this to help them access a larger market (65%), tap strong talent pools
(40%) and gain exposure to and potentially enter partnerships with large corporations (30%).
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The Hong Kong Government has made unprecedented strides in
accelerating and extending the HKSAR’s I&T ecosystem into the GBA
• Budget allocation and spending on I&T has hit new heights, with more than HKD130 billion
invested over the past four years.3 More than 40% of entrepreneurs agree the Government
is effective at cultivating an ideal entrepreneurial environment, boosting public confidence in
adopting startup-led digital solutions, and supporting I&T startups. Most students remain neutral.
• To seize development opportunities under the 14th Five-Year Plan and in the GBA, the latest
policies announced by the Hong Kong Government focus on promoting I&T cooperation with
key cities in the Chinese Mainland. This includes the “Twin Cities, Three Circles” concept, the
San Tin Technopole and the Shenzhen-Hong Kong I&T Cooperation Zone.
• However, having to deal with two different institutional systems is a challenge for half of the
entrepreneurs surveyed, emphasising the importance of regulatory harmonisation.

Leveraging its world-class R&D capabilities, Hong Kong is set to forge
new I&T collaborations with the Chinese Mainland and the world while
bridging the commercialisation gap
• Hong Kong is well placed to become a global research collaboration hub. As flagship projects, its
two established InnoHK research clusters—Health@InnoHK and AIR@InnoHK—have attracted
world-leading universities and research institutes to collaborate with local universities in setting
up 28 research laboratories. A third cluster, the InnoLife Healthtech Hub, is proposed for the
Hong Kong-Shenzhen Innovation and Technology Park (HSITP) in the Loop.3
• But much remains to be done. Respondents face large gaps in university research
commercialisation, with only 21% saying they have enough support. Improving knowledge
transfer and commercialisation will require concerted efforts from the Government,
universities, R&D institutions and industry players.

Hong Kong must strive to cultivate talent and reverse brain drain in an
intensifying global race for talent
• The government has invested ample resources in STEM education, but the onus remains
on schools to plan and implement the curriculum. STEM education should be defined at
the policy level to be more balanced, sustainable, far-reaching and in line with government
I&T priorities. This also requires collaborative efforts, to ensure students are skilled and
understand their job prospects.
• Forward-looking talent strategies are essential to attract and retain Mainland Chinese
and overseas talent in Hong Kong, amid a brain drain, emigration wave and fast-ageing
population. The Technology Talent Admission Scheme has prompted an influx of R&D talent.
However, 80% of entrepreneurs see the high cost of living in Hong Kong as a major deterrent.
Key players should join forces to support the talent base. Incubators should accelerate the
build-up of infrastructure, resources and space for I&T development, and the Government
should enhance tax incentives.
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Venture capital funding in Hong Kong now covers the entire startup
funding journey; government co-investment schemes need to be
enhanced to maintain momentum
• Venture capital funding in Hong Kong has evolved to cover the entire startup journey, a total
of 46% of venture capital deals in Hong Kong went to mid- and late-stage companies.i
• Since the Government set up the Innovation and Technology Venture Fund (ITVF) in 2017, it
has invested more than HKD142 million in 22 startups and attracted over HKD889 million in
private co-investments.4 HKSTP and Cyberport also play a vital role in startup financing, with
a combined investment of HKD400 million in 41 startups.5
• Progress is evident, but the Government should accelerate vetting and revisit the ITVF
scheme. The aim is to attract more long-term investments with a moderate to high risk
appetite to support startups that are R&D-driven and have long research lifecycle, and
encourage venture capital funds to take on additional risk through co-investment.

Hong Kong has a well-connected, supportive network for startups
that will remain an essential catalyst for cross-border ecosystem
development
• The number of co-working spaces, incubators and accelerators in Hong Kong doubled from
2017 to 2021, reaching 124 in 2021,2 testament to the efforts of its Government, universities
and large corporations.
• According to the survey, 56% of entrepreneurs agree Hong Kong has enough incubators
and accelerators, with 70% finding the support for marketing, business development and
networking, fundraising, mentoring and IT useful.
• There is a consensus that cross-border connectivity and support can be strengthened to
better integrate Hong Kong startups into the GBA network.

Hong Kong has a sophisticated business culture with a budding
entrepreneurial mindset among young people, but requires a startup
friendly environment to nurture the next unicorns
• Although 60% of students have entrepreneurial intentions, less than a third want to work at a
startup (33%) or establish their own startup (23%).
• This is often due to lacking a solid business idea (40%) or access to capital (38%). Hong Kong
needs a risk-taking culture to foster innovation amid intensifying global competition for young
talent, capital and startups, and more prominently celebrate success stories and startup
heroes.

i

Based on Preqin data; 2021 data refers to Hong Kong venture capital data from Jan-Oct 2021
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Call to action
There have been encouraging efforts by multiple stakeholders to foster a
thriving I&T ecosystem in Hong Kong. The integration of Hong Kong’s I&T
sector within the Greater Bay Area will be a key catalyst for growth.
Employ a comprehensive strategy to
bolster integration with the Mainland
GBA cities, with a focus on harmonising different
institutional systems:
The GBA is crucial to scaling up Hong Kong's
I&T development, but institutional differences
remain a challenge. The Government should
harmonise regulations and strengthen cross-border
connectivity and support in order to better integrate
Hong Kong startups within the GBA network.
Additional marketing should be done to increase
visibility and promote cross-border business
support that is available to Hong Kong startups who
wish to expand into GBA.
Accelerate I&T adoption through
360-degree public procurement:
To build public confidence in startups’ digital
solutions, the Government could enhance public
procurement, for example through dynamic
contracts or spiral contracting. It should increase
the visibility of measures to increase startups’
participation in public procurement.
Establish an independent researchindustry consortium to forge long-term
collaboration between academia, R&D centres
and industry:
This consortium would bring together researchers
and industry players in Hong Kong, Mainland GBA
cities and globally to cultivate a multi-disciplinary
research environment and promote technology
transfer. Clear governance and guidelines on
joint research, commercialisation and intellectual
property (IP) should be defined at the start.

Enhance co-investment schemes by
increasing risk appetite and introducing
alternative models:
The Government should enhance its co-investment
programmes to more aggressively inject funding
into high-risk, high-impact and scalable startups.
One consideration is to update ITVF's co-investment
ratio, which would also encourage more private
investors to invest in local ventures.
Strengthen policies to attract and retain
global talent and build a sustainable
pipeline of local talent:
• The Government could i) expedite the hiring of
foreign I&T talent and serial entrepreneurs via
dedicated visa channels, ii) provide a fast-track
to permanent residency for top I&T talent, iii)
reduce innovation costs through affordable office
spaces or tax incentives, and iv) entice talent to
work in Hong Kong after outbound employee
programmes end.
• To nurture local I&T talent, the Government could
establish a body to facilitate the implementation
of STEM education and introduce state-of-the-art
technologies in schools. This would give students
the experience of interacting and experimenting in
the metaverse.
• Entrepreneurship must be seen as a desirable,
viable career. More can be done here, such as
including entrepreneurship in career education,
matching students with mentors, or providing
internship opportunities at startups.
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Hong Kong’s startup landscape at
a glance
Hong Kong’s I&T ecosystem is increasingly
vibrant against the backdrop of National 14th
Five-Year Plan and GBA development, with a twofold increase in I&T GDP1 and a three-fold rise in the
number of startups over the past decade.2 Hong Kong
startups want to tap into the GBA market’s emerging
opportunities, with 63% of firms keen to expand into
GBA cities over the next three years.

to entrepreneurship and celebrating diversity. Its
development into an international I&T hub is also part of
China’s 14th Five-Year Plan.6
Thanks to Hong Kong’s efforts to accelerate I&T
development and GBA integration over the past decade,
its I&T GDP has increased by more than two-fold, reaching
HKD23.4 billion in 2019.1 Double-digit year-on-year growth
was achieved between 2017 and 2018, and again between
2018 and 2019. This reflects the efforts of key stakeholders
to build and grow Hong Kong's I&T ecosystem.

As one of the most vibrant and competitive
opportunity hubs in Asia, Hong Kong is no stranger
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The number of startups in Hong Kong has surged by
more than three-fold in the last decade and has now
reached 3,755,2 supported by increased funding and
investment. Hong Kong is also home to 12 unicorns:
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Airwallex, Amber Group, Animoca Brands, BitMEX, FTX,
Gogovan, Klook, Lalamove, SenseTime, SmartMore, TNG
and Welab,7 which is a testament to its thriving startup
scene.
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Number of startups in Hong Kong (2013-2021)

3,755
3,184

+358%
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3,360
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2,229
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819

2013

1,065

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018
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2020

2021

Source: InvestHK's 2021 Startup Survey

According to InvestHK’s 2021 Startup Survey,ii fintech;
e-commerce, supply chain management and logistics
technology; professional and consultancy services; and

information, computer and technology dominate the
landscape with 45% of all Hong Kong startups.

Hong Kong startup sector (2021)

472

Financial technology (ﬁntech)

432

E-commerce / supply chain
management / logistics technology

399

Professional or consultancy services

372

Information, computer & technology

280

Design

257

Data analytics

218

Education & learning

184

Hardware (loT, 3D printing,
prototypes, wearables)

145

Health & medical

216

Others

44

Foodtech

61

Retail technology

62

Robotics / smart manufacturing

69

Biotechnology

104

Sustainable / green technology

113

Smart city

130

Digital entertainment and gaming

135

Social innovation / venture

Source: InvestHK's 2021 Startup Survey

ii

The information in the 2021 Startup Survey is based on an online survey by InvestHK with results finalised in September 2021, in collaboration
with 69 operators of co-working spaces, incubators and accelerators across 124 locations.
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Key advantages and challenges of starting a
business in Hong Kong
Views of the key advantages and challenges of starting
a business in Hong Kong show differences between
perception (students) and reality (entrepreneurs).
Most respondents agree Hong Kong's identity as an
Asia hub and its close proximity to Mainland Chinese
and other Asian markets are the primary advantages of
starting a business in Hong Kong. This reinforces Hong
Kong's unique position as a connector between the
Chinese Mainland and the rest of Asia. Ease of doing
business is seen as the second key advantage.

There was a substantial divergence in views on access
to talent, with entrepreneurs regarding this as a key
challenge in starting up a business in Hong Kong, but
most students disagreeing. This is primarily due to Hong
Kong’s relative inability to retain graduate talent, with
many students saying they want to go overseas for I&T
work opportunities.
Business and tax system complexity is another area
of divergence. Entrepreneurs do not see this as an
issue, but students need more support to understand
business and tax procedures.

The Hong Kong Government has supported the development of I&T in Hong
Kong, and allocated more than HKD100 billion to support the ecosystem in
the past three years. At Deloitte, we are committed to supporting the growth
of entrepreneurs and the wider I&T landscape in Hong Kong. Through the
Technology Fast program, we are delighted to recognise Hong Kong's new
unicorns and its wealth of technology companies with high potential growth.
Edward Au
Southern Region Managing Partner, Deloitte China

Key advantages in starting a business in Hong Kong
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Key challenges in starting a business in Hong Kong
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Others
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Source: Deloitte entrepreneur & student survey

Overall, according to our survey, most Hong Kong-based students feel it is a favourable location to start a business,
with 83% choosing it as their preferred destination.

Hong Kong’s status as an innovation hub (by sector)

Students

Entrepreneurs
8%

18%

17%

Fintech, regtech and insurtech

74%
27%

18%

30%

16%

36%

Health & medical

56%

16%

48%

Biotechnology

50%

34%

16%

E-commerce / supply chain

25%

27%
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Environmental, social and corporate
governance (ESG)

32%

46%

Smart city / IoT

44%

Digital entertainment and gaming
(e.g. eSports)

39%
35%
Agree

28%
37%

30%
35%

48%

32%

38%

12%

49%

29%

24%

32%

35%

Big data & analytics

52%

23%

22%
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33%

Advanced manufacturing

28%
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Art technology

40%
24%
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43%

35%
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37%
34%

35%

34%
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22%

23%
30%
23%
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Source: Deloitte entrepreneur & student survey
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Hong Kong recognised for its mature fintech ecosystem.
More than half of the students (54%) and entrepreneurs
(74%) view Hong Kong as well positioned to be an
innovation hub for fintech, whereas for big data &
analytics and e-commerce, the figures are about 50%.
Entrepreneurs are also optimistic about Hong Kong's

potential as an innovation hub for health & medical
(56%), environmental, social and governance (48%), and
biotechnology (48%). Students are more optimistic about
Hong Kong's potential as an innovation hub for smart
city / IoT (43%) and advanced manufacturing (43%).

We are entering the next phase of digital transformation in which digital
assets and related services are embraced in the everyday life of individuals,
businesses, and society as a whole. Hong Kong has a long history of
being Asia’s key financial hub. With the increasing trend of technological
breakthroughs, we are certain that Hong Kong will continue to play a core role
globally in the ever-increasingly digital asset finance era.
Wayne Huo
Co-Founder & COO, Amber Group

Stakeholders in Hong Kong are taking environmental,
social and governance (ESG) more seriously as it
becomes a key benchmark for business sustainability.
In 2017, the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong made it
mandatory for listed companies to disclose their ESG
information. Hong Kong is participating in green bond
and loan issuance, positioning itself as a regional centre
for green and sustainable financing. More startups are
targeting sustainable solutions, including innovations in
smart buildings, lithium batteries, alternative proteins
and biodegradable plastics.
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Hong Kong is not yet widely perceived as an innovative
hub for Art Technology (art tech). Only 28% of
entrepreneurs and 25% of students agree that Hong
Kong is well positioned to be an innovation hub for art
tech, despite government support, calls for inter-bureau
cooperation and a HKD100 million allocated in various
funds to support art tech-related projects, announced
in the 2020 Policy Address.8 There is a need to increase
public awareness of art tech in Hong Kong, potentially
through project showcases or hosting overseas
companies.
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Against the tide: Startup ecosystem vibrant
despite pandemic
Hong Kong's startup ecosystem remains vibrant despite
the COVID-19 pandemic. In 2021, the number of startups
grew 12% year-on-year, reaching a record high of 3,755.2
However, the pandemic has created new headwinds for
businesses. Nearly half of entrepreneurs (46%) found it

difficult to reach out to and to interact with customers.
About a third (29%) found it most challenging to manage
declines in revenue. That said, most entrepreneurs
(58%) suffered revenue reductions of less than 10%.
Accordingly to our survey, startups at the seed and early
stages were more vulnerable than those at the roll-out
or growth stage.

Challenges to entrepreneurs as a result of the pandemic
Diﬃculty in reaching and interacting with customers

46%

Decline in revenue / sales

29%

Decrease in customer spending

22%

Operation shutdown or reduction due to government ban

20%

Diﬃculty in credit and capital

17%

Insuﬃcient funds to pay operating expenses
(e.g. rent / utilities / equipment)

16%

My business customers not being able to pay
their bills or delay payment

16%

Bottleneck in logistics and distributions

16%

Concerns about the liability of employees
being exposed to COVID-19 during work
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Others
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Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey

How the pandemic has affected the financial health of startups
Less than 10% reduction
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The pandemic created a new normal, forcing
entrepreneurs to adapt. A majority (70%) of startups
accelerated digitalisation as a result of the pandemic,
60% took the opportunity to review and refocus their
businesses, and 59% decided to expand into new

markets or develop new offerings. Many startups are
deploying a long-term strategy, evidenced by more than
half of those surveyed making long-term investments in
digital-related capabilities.

Acceleration of digitalisation as a result of the pandemic
The pandemic has accelerated the digitalisation of
my company

70%

18%

12%

The pandemic oﬀers an opportunity to review and
refocus of my business

60%

25%

15%

Because of the pandemic, my company has ventured into a
new market or develop new business oﬀerings

59%

27%

14%

The pandemic has made digital-related capability a
long-term investment for my company

54%

The pandemic has resulted in fundamental change in
business model of my company

44%
0%

Strong agree / agree

Neither agree nor disagree

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
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Hong Kong’s innovation ecosystem
The key to a successful I&T ecosystem depends not only on the presence of quality startups and high calibre
entrepreneurs, but also on an orchestrated effort by all stakeholders.
This report examines the ecosystem across six domains:
Government and policy

Research and development

Talent and education

Funding

Business support

Culture and norms

Each is measured against metrics to identify the strengths and shortcomings of the current landscape, and inform
tailored and viable solutions.

Hong Kong’s I&T ecosystem framework

Government
and policy

Culture and
norms

Research and
development

Hong Kong
innovation &
technology
ecosystem
Business
support

Talent and
education

Access to
funding
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Government and policy
The Hong Kong Government has made unprecedented strides in
accelerating and extending the HKSAR’s I&T ecosystem into the
GBA, with I&T spending reaching new heights. Enhanced collaboration
between Hong Kong and key cities in the Chinese Mainland is being
emphasised, but different institutional systems exacerbate the
difficulties of expanding in the GBA, and will require efforts to bolster
regional integration.
For the past two decades, the Hong Kong Government
has been proactive in charting a course for the I&T
sector. These efforts started in the early 2000s with
the establishment of the Innovation and Technology
Fund (ITF) and R&D centres. This was followed by the
introduction of the Industry and Technology Bureau (ITB)
in 2015 to improve policymaking and implementation.

The "Twin Cities, Three Circles" concept was proposed
in the most recent Policy Address to accelerate the
development of Hong Kong's I&T sector and facilitate
collaboration between Hong Kong and Shenzhen.3

Hong Kong-Shenzhen Innovation and Technology Park's strategic location
in the Northern Metropolis will connect Hong Kong with Shenzhen. This
development is set to seamlessly integrate Hong Kong's strengths in I&T
with Shenzhen's expertise in technological commercialisation, making it one
of the largest and most comprehensive science and technology clusters
globally. We plan to optimise the ample ecological, environmental and cultural
resources within this area to create an ecosystem that fosters greater industry
collaboration, advancing the economic development of Hong Kong and the
Greater Bay Area.
Patrick Siu
CEO, Hong Kong-Shenzhen Innovation and Technology Park (HSITP)

The “Twin Cities” are Hong Kong and Shenzhen, and the
“Three Circles”, from west to east, are the Shenzhen Bay
Quality Development Circle, the Hong Kong-Shenzhen
Close Interaction Circle, and the Mirs Bay, Yan Chau Tong
Eco-recreation & Tourism Circle. “Twin Cities, Three Circles”
also covers the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Boundary Control
Points Economic Belt, the most mature metropolitan core
in Shenzhen, and Hong Kong’s Northern Metropolis. These
areas have massive development potential given their vast
available resources.3
Under the Northern Metropolis Development Strategy,
development of HSITP in the Loop and areas around
35

Lok Ma Chau and San Tin will be consolidated to form
the San Tin Technopole, with about 240 hectares of land
for I&T-related use. This will be a key base for scientific
research collaboration that brings together the world's
top enterprises, R&D institutions and higher education
institutions. About HKD32.5 billion has been allocated to
the project, with the first batch of facilities expected to
be completed from 2024 to 2027.9
This, and the Shenzhen I&T zone, will form the ShenzhenHong Kong I&T Co-operation Zone of about 540
hectares—an essential propellant for the development
of an international I&T hub in the GBA.
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The government has increased budget allocations
for I&T and implemented pro-innovation policies
Over the past four years, more than HKD130 billion has
been invested in accelerating I&T development in Hong
Kong. The Government has rolled out funding schemes,
incubators and accelerators to spur tech-enabled
innovation. In its last two budgets, the Government
set aside resources for the HKSTP and Cyberport 5
expansions, which will provide about 28,000 and 63,000
square metres for R&D activities or the operation of I&T
enterprises.
Moreover, in 2018 the Hong Kong Government
introduced a super tax deduction for qualifying R&D
expenditure to encourage businesses to invest in R&D.
Under the two-tiered, enhanced tax reduction scheme,
enterprises are offered a 300% tax deductions on
their first HKD2 million of R&D expenditure. A further
200% tax deduction is applicable to any remaining R&D
expenditure. For the 2018-2019 assessment year, more
than HKD1.8 billion in tax deductions were claimed for
qualifying R&D expenditure.10
The Hong Kong Government has also moved to lower
compliance costs for startups and companies adopting
new technologies. A regulatory sandbox was introduced

in 2016 that allows banks and fintechs to perform trials
on leading-edge products and services in a real-world
environment without being subject to compliance
requirements. Another example of pro-innovation
regulation is the introduction of Chapter 18A in Hong
Kong’s reformed listing regime, under which qualifying
life science and healthcare companies are not required
to satisfy the main board’s financial eligibility tests. This
has led to a surge in the number of pre-revenue or
pre-profit biotech companies seeking listings in Hong
Kong. As of September 2021, 10 pre-revenue biotech
companies have listed on Hong Kong Stock Exchange,
with an additional 29 in the pipeline. If all 29 applications
are accepted, the total number of listings would reach 39
in 2021, a substantial increase from 14 in 2020.11
Effort needed to increase awareness of policies to
support startups
The Hong Kong Government has introduced several
policies to support startups. However, only 42% of
entrepreneurs and 28% of students see sufficient
support for startups. This could be due to a lack
of awareness of the initiatives available. Additional
marketing can increase the visibility of the various
government initiatives to support startups.

View on whether the Government has provided sufficient support to startups

42%

28%

Government support to startups is
suﬃcient in Hong Kong

Entrepreneurs

42%

39%

Government has created a favorable
entrepreneurial environment

Students

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur & student survey
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Tech adoption is picking up; the Government
can further boost public confidence in adopting
digital solutions by increasing startups’
participation in public procurement
For Hong Kong to adopt emerging technology more
widely, it is important to foster a culture that prioritises
innovation. In 2017, the Smart City Blueprint for Hong
Kong, set out 76 initiatives in six areas: smart mobility,
smart living, smart environment, smart people, smart
government and smart economy. The main goals are
to address the challenges of city management and
improve people's livelihoods through I&T. Of its 76
initiatives, more than 40 are completed or underway.
The Smart City Blueprint for Hong Kong 2.0, introduced
in December 2020, has an additional 130 smart city
initiatives.12
The Hong Kong Government could further enhance
public confidence in adopting digital solutions developed
by startups. 41% of entrepreneurs believe Hong Kong’s
existing policies and initiatives have helped build public
confidence in digital solutions, yet only 33% of students
feel the same way, indicating targeted marketing is
needed for them to recognise the Government’s efforts.
Public procurement of innovative solutions can build
public confidence in digital solutions developed by
startups. 81% of OECD countries have developed
strategies or policies to support innovative goods and
services through public procurement.13
Our survey revealed that only 33% of respondents
feel the Government has facilitated participation
through public procurement, indicating initiatives to
boost startups’ participation in public tenders remain
insufficient.

View on whether the Government has helped build
public confidence in adopting digital solutions by
startups

41%

33%

Government has helped build public
conﬁdence in adopting digital solutions by startups

Entrepreneurs

Students

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur & student survey

View on whether the Government has
facilitated startups' participation through public
procurement

33%

33%

Government has facilitated startups'
participation through public procurement

Entrepreneurs

Students

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur & student survey
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Past efforts to support the participation of startups
in public procurement include giving them a higher
technical weighting in tender assessments and providing
performance-based, rather than input-based, tender
specifications. Where possible, large government
contracts are broken down into smaller contracts
to enable startups to participate. The Hong Kong
government also established the Efficiency Office, a
unit under the ITB, which implements I&T solutions to
enhance the delivery of public services. Successful I&T
adoption within a government setting includes the use
of AI and drones to assist with external inspections of
government buildings. The Efficiency Office is intended
as a role model for other organisations to digitalise their
businesses.14
However, the number of contracts awarded to startups
in Hong Kong remains low. In 2020, the Government

revealed that in 2019-2020, about 39% of contracts
not exceeding HKD3 million and 12% of those worth
HKD3 million to HKD15 million under the Standing
Offer Agreement for Quality Professional Services were
awarded to small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs).15
Hong Kong can increase startup participation in public
procurement, especially when compared to Singapore,
where about 80% of government contracts are given
to SMEs16. This comparison also explains why only one
third of respondents are convinced the government has
facilitated startups’ participation in public procurement.
New measures to promote startups’ participation
in public tenders could include tweaking the nature
of public contracts to better adapt to the constantly
changing technology industry. The Government can
also increase promotion of existing measures not yet
recognised by industry players.
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Research and development
Leveraging its world-class R&D capabilities, Hong Kong is set
to forge new I&T collaborations with the Chinese Mainland
and the world while bridging the commercialisation gap. This is
supported by the Government's commitment in 2017 to increase R&D
expenditure to 1.5% of GDP over the next five years, the establishment
of research clusters Health@InnoHK and AIR@InnoHK, and the
proposal for the InnoLife Healthtech Hub at HSITP in the Loop. But
much remains to be done. Stakeholders see large gaps in university
research commercialisation. Improving knowledge transfer and
commercialisation will require concerted efforts from government,
universities, R&D institutions and industry players.

It is crucial for Hong Kong startups to make full potential of the GBA which has
been at the forefront of the central government’s political agenda. Hong Kong
boasts terrific scientific research and we have to capitalise that capacity by
taking advantage of Hong Kong’s connection to the GBA to commercialise our
inventions.
Albert Wong
CEO, Hong Kong Science and Technology Parks Corporation

The Hong Kong Government has increased R&D
spending, but there remains room for growth
R&D expenditure is central to innovation. Hong Kong
has stressed improving local research and development.
In November 2017, the Government pledged to double
its expenditure on R&D to 1.5% of GDP over the next
five years.17
However, Hong Kong's total spending on R&D in 2019
was just 0.92% of GDP,18 which is lower than its OECD
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counterparts’ average of 2.5%, Singapore’s 1.8% and
Israel’s 4.9%.19 During China’s annual parliamentary
Two Sessions meeting in March 2021, China revealed
increasing R&D spending as a priority for the next five
years. This is part of its attempt to boost domestic R&D
and make major breakthroughs in technology. In 2020,
China’s R&D spending accounted for 2.4% of GDP, and it
will increase by more than 7% a year between 2021 and
2025.20
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Ratio of R&D expenditure to GDP in Hong Kong (HKD million; 2010-2019)
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Universities account for more than half of total
R&D expenditure, demonstrating their key role in
accelerating Hong Kong’s R&D progress.18

as Korea, the Chinese Mainland and Japan,22 with the
proviso that this figure is based on data prior to Hong
Kong’s local patent system reform.

Hong Kong’s ratio of full-time researchers to population,
at 4,027 per million, is close to that of other developed
nations, including Canada (4,326) and the United
States (4,408), according to the 2019 data in the Global
Innovation Index 2021.21 With an established pool of
R&D talent, Hong Kong has ample potential to expand
R&D commercialisation.

In December 2019, the Hong Kong Government
introduced the original grant patent (OGP) system,23
with the aim of ensuring local patent system advances
meet the changing needs of Hong Kong's I&T industry.
OGP is a direct route for innovators to seek standard
patent protection in Hong Kong for up to 20 years,
providing an alternative to the existing "re-registration"
route, and could spur local innovation. As of 31 May
2021, 426 OGP applications had been received.24

However, its ratio of resident patent applications to
GDP is far lower than those of other Asian markets such
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Hong Kong is a rising R&D powerhouse that will
forge collaborations with stakeholders in the GBA
and internationally
Hong Kong has the facilities to be a global hub for
research collaboration, with 16 State Key Laboratories, six
Chinese National Engineering Research Centres, and 22
Joint Laboratories with the Chinese Academy of Sciences.3

improved their overall rankings from 2019 to 2021,25
driven by a substantial increase in academic output.
Hong Kong universities are now among the top
institutions in the world for electrical & electronic
engineering, computer science & information systems,
chemical engineering and chemistry, which are critical
areas of today’s high-tech landscape.

Furthermore, according to the latest ranking by
QS World University, the top four local universities

Hong Kong universities in the QS World Rankings (2019-2021)
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Through InnoHK, renowned universities and research
institutes have established world-leading research
clusters in Hong Kong where researchers from
multidisciplinary backgrounds can conduct collaborative,
impactful research activities.
Health@InnoHK and AIR@InnoHK focus on developing
healthcare technologies and developing AI and robotics.
InnoLife Healthtech Hub was proposed in the 2021
Policy Address, and is set to combine 16 life and healthrelated laboratories in the InnoHK research clusters and
eight State Key Laboratories that will focus on related
research work at HSITP in the Loop.
Hong Kong is also home to state of the art research and
technology infrastructure. HKSTP provides extensive
facilities and services to support healthcare and
biotechnology R&D, including the Biomedical Technology
Support Centre, the Healthcare Devices Innovation Hub,

the Chemical Co‑Working Centre, the Biobank and the
GMP Facilities (Cell Processing).26 HKSTP plans to expand
its wet lab, a crucial facility for life science experiments.
Collaboration between government, universities,
R&D institutions and industry players can further
drive R&D commercialisation in Hong Kong and the
GBA
Stakeholders believe R&D commercialisation can
be further enhanced. This is in line with the survey
results, where only 21% of entrepreneurs rate R&D
commercialisation support as sufficient. Bridging the
gap from R&D to commercialisation requires ongoing,
concerted efforts from the Government, universities,
R&D institutions and industry players. This can be done
by leveraging established industry connections between
universities and R&D centres.

It requires a collaborative effort between the government, universities and
industry to develop sustainable mechanisms to facilitate knowledge transfer
and translation of research discoveries from the laboratory into commercially
viable products and applications.
Prof. Michael Yang
Vice President (Research and Technology)
Yeung Kin-Man Chair Professor of Biomedical Sciences, City University of
Hong Kong

Universities in Hong Kong play a key role in facilitating
technology transfer. Some are championing students
and faculty members who wish to commercialise their
breakthroughs by promoting entrepreneurship-related
activities.

City University of Hong Kong recently launched The HK
Tech 300 Project to promote the commercialisation
of scientific results and the application of patents. 20
seed projects and 15 angel investment projects were
completed in the past six months.
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The HK Tech 300 project of City University of Hong Kong27
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As Professor Michael Yang from City University of Hong
Kong puts it: "The HK Tech 300 Programme aims to
provide diverse educational and growth opportunities
to our students, graduates and Hong Kong’s youth, to
translate our research results and intellectual property
(IP) into practical applications, and contribute to
local and national social-economic and technological
development strategies. With an investment of HKD500
million, the programme will launch 300 startups in the
next three years by providing seed funds and angel
funds for young entrepreneurs, and create the No.1
university-based entrepreneurship programme in Asia.”
The collaboration of HKUST and Chiaphua Industries
Limited (CIL) on Germagic's commercialisation is a highly
successful case of academia-industry collaboration.
HKUST’s major budget reform in 2018 where 50% of
each School or Interdisciplinary Programme office’s
performance is based on research and knowledge
transfer output. “Excellence in knowledge transfer” has
been a criteria for promotion since 2000.28
HKUST also has extensive partnerships across a
spectrum of industries, often through joint laboratories,
with independent research conducted by enterprises
and applied in enterprises; cooperative research with
enterprises; and cooperative experimentation and
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application with industry. Researchers at HKUST now
work with leading industry and academic partners to
drive synergistic collaboration and knowledge spillover.
The university has an extensive presence in the
GBA, including a campus in Guangzhou, a research
institute in Shenzhen, an R&D centre in Foshan, and a
joint innovation centre in Zhongshan. These facilitate
knowledge transfer and commercialisation to bridge
Hong Kong’s gap in high tech manufacturing.
Efforts are also being made to commercialise and
translate R&D into economic outputs. For instance, in
2016 the Government premiered "re-industrialisation" in
its Policy Address. Since then, this has become the major
focus of I&T policy. It has supported thousands of reindustrialisation projects through ITB, HKSTP, Cyberport
and the Hong Kong Productivity Council via direct
funding and preferential rent support.
For example, the ITF's Re-industrialisation Funding
Scheme (RFS) was launched in July 2020 to subsidise
manufacturers, on a 1 (government): 2 (company)
matching basis, to set up new smart production lines
in Hong Kong. The response has been positive, with 13
applications and about 230 enquires received as of end
March 2021.
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Case study

Germagic – a successful
academia-industry collaboration
Since 1999, a HKUST research team has been collaborating closely with CIL. In 2018,
the HKUST-CIL Joint Laboratory of Innovative Environmental Health Technologies was
established to nurture leading-edge research in environmental health technologies that
enhance the quality of the environment and the health and wellbeing of individuals and
communities.
One of the many successful outcomes of the joint collaboration between CIL and HKUST,
the Germagic brand, a germicidal product range using encapsulation technology for
controlled-release of active antimicrobials, was launched during the pandemic and has
been widely adopted in public settings.

Through our collaboration with CIL, we were able to better understand
the needs of end users. We also worked hand in hand with CIL from
R&D, product development and testing, to production and quality
assurance, which helped expedite the commercialisation process.
Prof. Yeung King Lun
Director, HKUST-CIL Joint Laboratory of Environmental Health
Technologies
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Talent and education
Hong Kong must strive to cultivate talent and reverse brain drain
in an intensifying global race for talent. Although the government
has invested ample resources in STEM education, the onus remains
on schools to plan and implement the curriculum. Stakeholders
emphasised the importance of forward-looking talent strategies to
attract and retain Mainland Chinese and overseas talent in Hong Kong.
Among other factors, 80% of the entrepreneurs surveyed cited the
high cost of living in Hong Kong as a major deterrent. Key players in the
ecosystem are encouraged to join forces to support the talent base.

We hope to see more opportunities provided for our talented young
generation to kick off some meaningful and high-end projects in the future. As
long as their abilities can be fully utilised and their work is recognised, Hong
Kong startup ecosystem will grow and prosper.
Prof. Tam Kar Yan
Dean of Business and Management, Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology

There is a global shortage of I&T talent. In Hong Kong,
according to the Labour and Welfare Bureau in 2019,
demand for high skilled labour is expected to grow at an
average annual rate of 4.3%, reaching 57,600 by 2027.29
Specifically, the shortage in I&T talent such as engineers
and technicians has become more noticeable.
Progress has been made in promoting STEM
education in Hong Kong, but sustained efforts are
required to further cultivate an I&T mindset
Education that is relevant to today's world and focuses
on real-life applications rather than content is vital
to nurturing local talent. In Hong Kong, education
increased from 3.3% of GDP in 2015 to 4.4% in 2020.30
In terms of education spending as a percentage of
government expenditure, it increased from 18.6%
in 2015 to 20.6% in 2020. In 2018, the latest year for
which comparable figures are available, Hong Kong’s
government expenditure on education was 18.8%,
higher than the OECD average 12.2%.31
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Prof. Tam Kar Yan points out the importance of STEM
education: “STEM education is a key capability that helps
our new generation unleash their potential in innovation.
STEM should start at a young age. The Government
Global STEM Professorship Scheme has increased
funding for local postgraduate students and resources,
and supported the industry in nurturing tech talent.”
In recent years, the Hong Kong Government has placed
a heavy emphasis on promoting STEM education,
including through professional training for teachers
and subsidies for large-scale learning activities like the
STEM Education Fair. In the latest Budget, it set aside
more than HKD200 million to extend the IT Innovation
Lab in Secondary Schools Programme to primary
schools, with each subsidised primary school to receive
up to HKD400,000 to roll out a Knowing More About
IT programme. Schools can choose how these funds
are used in extracurricular activities, from hosting
competitions, organising IT fairs and hiring third-party
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resources, to programming workshops or site visits to
local startups. They can also spend up to 50% of the
funds on IT hardware and software.32
However, according to our survey, only 38% of
entrepreneurs and 35% of students say the supply of
local ICT talent has increased as a result of government
investment in STEM, likely due to the above-mentioned
responsibility for STEM-related learning lying with
individual schools.
More balanced, sustainable and far-reaching STEM
education should be defined at the policy level. Hong
Kong should consider establishing a working body to
develop a centralised mechanism of STEM learning,
including fund allocation, curriculum content design and
“train-the-trainer” delivery.
There is a consensus on the benefits of exposing students
to innovation and technology-related offerings throughout
their educations, starting in primary school. Hong Kong is
already a pioneer of learning in the metaverse. “Technology
is moving at a breakneck speed. It is crucial that the
education system in Hong Kong keep pace and cultivate

youth with not only STEM fundamentals, but creativity and
open minds, empathy and compassion, to become the
innovators of tomorrow. The race to the metaverse is a
case in point—an emerging development seen as the next
internet evolution and battleground.” Edwin Ty, a CUHK MSc
Physics student who founded the startup Maven Access,
points out the importance of education keeping pace with
a changing world.
Furthermore, as Prof. Yeung King Lun from HKUST points
out: "Hong Kong needs to stimulate the public, especially
primary and secondary students’ interest in technology,
and create an open innovation space to let them interact
and explore... We have seen many European countries
setting up open innovation spaces for the public to
create real products through enabling tools such as 3D
printing." This would be best achieved through a mix
of favourable education policies from the Government
and active participation by industry players. The latter
could include events to educate students on how they
can innovate and make an impact at home or in school.
These small steps would give students a foundation on
which to base larger projects in future.

As we are seeing more unicorn companies and startups on the road to IPO,
we should consider policies to retain the founders of these companies to
continue invest and mentor budding entrepreneurs in Hong Kong. Active
participation by serial entrepreneurs as role model can help attract more
talents to join the startup community.
Cindy Chow
Executive Director, Alibaba Hong Kong Entrepreneurs Fund
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The high cost of living in Hong Kong remains a
key deterrent for incoming talent – it can also be
tackled via collaborative efforts
“For Hong Kong to grow into a globally competitive
innovation hub, it needs to implement two major
changes, one is to make the innovation and technology
sector more attractive to local talent, while the other
is to raise the profile of Hong Kong as a magnet for
top-notch talent globally. The key to Hong Kong’s
success is to bring the brightest minds from the

world to the city. Albert Wong, the CEO of Hong Kong
Science and Technology Parks Corporation, points
out the importance of talents in accelerating the I&T
development in Hong Kong.
The Hong Kong Government has introduced various
talent admission policies over the past decade to attract
overseas talent and maintain a sizable pool of tech
talent. Employment in the I&T sector grew at a CAGR of
5.4% from 2016 to 2019, up from 4.4% in 2013 to 2016.1
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In mid-2018, the Hong Kong Government launched
the Technology Talent Admission Scheme (TechTAS),
under which overseas and Mainland tech talent can
gain fast-track admission for R&D work. TechTAS now
not only includes the tenants and incubatees of HKSTP
and Cyberport, but also all employees of companies
conducting R&D in specified technology areas. New
technology areas have also been added, bringing
the total from 7 to 13. Participation has increased
substantially.33
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This year, the government increased its support for local
universities by launching the Global STEM Professorship
Scheme to attract world-renowned I&T scholars to Hong
Kong. This will enhance Hong Kong's competitiveness
in securing global talent and enable local universities to
scale new heights in STEM teaching and research.34
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Talent admission and exchange initiatives in Hong Kong (non-exhaustive)35
Year of introduction

Initiative

Objectives

2021

Greater Bay Area Youth Employment
Scheme36

Encourage and support young people to work and pursue
careers in Mainland cities of the GBA

Technology Talent Admission Scheme

Attract overseas and Mainland R&D talent through fasttrack arrangements with eligible technology companies and
institutes

2006

Quality Migrant Admission Scheme
(QMAS)

Attract highly skilled talent from overseas and Mainland to
settle in Hong Kong

2003

Admission Scheme for Mainland Talent
and Professionals (ASMTP)

Attract qualified Mainland talent and professionals to work
in HKSAR to meet local manpower needs

General Employment Policy (GEP)

Attract overseas talent and professionals
from places other than the Mainland

2018

Source: Research Office of Legislative Council Secretariat

HKSTP’s GBA InnoAcademy provides learning and
training programmes for aspiring innovators and
technologists. Its signature Technology Leaders of
Tomorrow (TLT) programme awards high-potential talent
with two-month internships followed by 2-year, full-time
R&D roles at HKSTP partner companies. Its programmes
not only give existing talent the tools to succeed in a
career in I&T, but also inspire more people to view I&T
as a promising career, and are also a model for other
large corporations’ efforts to take in and train promising
young talent.

Stakeholders emphasise the importance of forwardlooking talent strategies to attract and retain Mainland
Chinese and overseas talent in Hong Kong. According to
the survey, 80% of entrepreneurs view the high cost of
living in Hong Kong as a major deterrent. Key players in
the ecosystem should join forces to support the talent
base. Incubators should accelerate the build-up of
infrastructure, resources and space for I&T development,
and the Government should further enrich tax
incentives.
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Funding
Venture capital funding in Hong Kong now covers the entire
startup funding journey; government co-investment schemes
need to be enhanced to maintain momentum. The amount of
public and private funds invested in Hong Kong’s tech and innovative
startups has reached an all-time high. Although progress is evident,
the government should accelerate vetting and revisit the effectiveness
of the ITVF scheme to attract more long-term investment.

To meet emerging needs from fast-growing, early-stage companies, the way
banks serve young businesses has evolved. We are committed to enhancing
our capabilities across everyday banking, lending and beyond in order to
support customers’ growth journey. HSBC has earmarked USD1.8 billion
in facilities dedicated to new economy companies in the healthcare and
technology sectors, helping these entrepreneurs capture new opportunities in
the GBA.
Thomas Elliott
Managing Director, Head of Client Coverage, Commercial Banking, Hong
Kong, HSBC

HKEX has been driving transformations in the capital market over the past
few years to fund the businesses of tomorrow and support the growth of
technology and innovation both here in Hong Kong and the Greater Bay
Area, as well as around the world. We launched wide-ranging reforms to our
listing rules in 2018. In just three years, we have changed the DNA of our
markets, with companies in New Economy sectors raising over HKD800 billion,
accounting for 64% of IPOs, and making up over 25% of Hong Kong’s total
market capitalisation as of October 31, 2021.
Lukas Petrikas
Managing Director of HKEX Innovation and Data Lab
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Venture capital funding in Hong Kong now covers
startups’ full funding journey
Venture capital activity in Hong Kong reached a record
high in 2021. As of October 2021, HKD28.7 billion was
raised across 45 deals, according to Preqin. Lalamove,
the on-demand logistics and delivery giant, secured the

largest amount of HKD11.67 billion. Other prominent
deals include rising bioinformatics company Insilico
Medicine (HKD1.98 billion), blockchain game maker
Animoca Brands (HKD1.59 billion) and travel platform
Klook (HKD1.56 billion).

Venture capital investment in startup in Hong Kong (2011-Oct 2021)
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Hong Kong's funding scene has transitioned from one
dominated by seed and early stage startups to comprise
funding across the spectrum, from conception to exit. In

January to October 2021, according to Preqin, a total of
46% of venture capital deals in Hong Kong went to midand late-stage companies.

Number of deals at different funding stages
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Note: Seed stage includes seed and grant; early stage includes angel and series A; mid or expansion stage includes series, B, series C and expansion; late stage
includes series D, series E, series F, pre-IPO
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The maturing of Hong Kong's funding ecosystem
allows startups to obtain funding regardless of their
size or growth stage. To maintain this vibrancy, there
needs to be a mechanism to establish sustainable deal
flow. This can be done by increasing investments in
early stage companies with successful growth, which

will in turn support the late-stage funding pipeline.
The Government can also encourage support for
early-stage startups that are R&D-driven and have
long research lifecycle by seeking to attract long-term
investors with moderate to high risk appetites.

Many entrepreneurs in Hong Kong can be classified as a "diamond in the
rough"—they have exceptional qualities and business ideas, but will require
funding as well as business advisory support to unleash their potential and
make them stand out from the crowd.
Lap Man
Co-Founder and Managing Partner, Beyond Ventures

Hong Kong's growing venture capital community
continues to keep a keen eye on I&T opportunities,
with increasing activity in healthtech
Information technology saw the most venture capital
deals in Hong Kong so far in 2021. By volume, the
information technology sector (44%) has attracted the
most investments from venture capital firms, followed by
the financial services (16%) and consumer products and
services (11%).

Information technology continued to experience strong
investment activity in 2021, with the software segment
taking up the most investments. There has been a shift
in venture capital’s interest from internet companies to
software companies, in line with global trends.

VC deal volume by sector (2011-October 2021)
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VC investment in healthcare hits record high
The healthcare sector in Hong Kong is receiving
record-breaking amounts of investments. Funding for

biotechnology and medical devices & equipment have
grown at CAGRs of 110% and 749%, respectively, from
2017 to 2021, reaching HKD2.1 billion and HKD1.56 billion.

VC investment in healthcare (by sub-sector) (HKD million)
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The surge in VC funding for healthcare is attributable
to increased demand for healthtech and the growing
number of biotech and medical tech companies in
Hong Kong. This was driven by the COVID-19 pandemic,
which has made the public more health-conscious

and accepting of remote and virtual medical solutions.
Investors, meanwhile, are more aware of the innate,
long-term nature of drug discovery, and are now willing
to persevere throughout the journey.

Hong Kong Government as “strategic financer” to accelerate fund deployment
Approved projects and amount of ITF by technology sector (2020)37
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The Government, through the ITF, has facilitated
technological adoption and promoted innovation. The
Technology Startup Support Scheme for Universities
(TSSSU), established to encourage university students
in Hong Kong to pursue entrepreneurship, has provided
funding of about HKD120 million to 139 startups over
the past three years. Over half of these startups have
launched products. More than 40% have started to earn
revenue and about 60% have received capital injections
from other investors with a combined value of HKD530
million.38
The ITVF was established in 2017 to stimulate private
investment in Hong Kong I&T startups, co-investing in
high potential startups on a 1 (government): 2 (private
venture capital) ratio. As of October 2021, the fund
has deployed around HKD142 million into 22 local I&T
startups and attracted HKD889 million in private coinvestments.4
The Government also draws from other domains to
boost startup funding in Hong Kong. Most recently,
in the 2020-2021 Budget, it set aside 10% of Hong
Kong's Future Fund to establish the Hong Kong Growth
Portfolio. This is ring-fenced to invest in projects with a
"Hong Kong nexus", and I&T is a target industry.3 It will
expand the potential sources of funding for high-growth
startups in Hong Kong.

the past three years, I&T enterprises in the HKSTP and
Cyberport have attracted more than HKD41 billion of
investments. Today, HKSTP and Cyberport support 600
startups under their incubation programmes, with 1,300
graduates.38 HKSTP has invested HKD238 million in 21
startups through its Corporate Venture Fund, attracting
about HKD3.1 billion of private investment.5 It has also
expanded three existing incubation programmes:
Incu-App, Incu-Tech and Incu-Bio, and implemented
the Science and Technology Entrepreneur Programme
(STEP) to provide pre-incubation support to tech talent
interested in starting a business. The Cyberport Macro
Fund has invested more than HKD162 million in 20
companies, attracting over HKD1.42 billion of private
investments, since 2017. 5
These initiatives exist in parallel with private funding
to support the financing of early and growth stage
companies in Hong Kong. As the primary means for
startups to gain funding, their momentum should
be maintained. Over the next three years, 65% of
entrepreneurs are likely to pursue investments from
private venture capital investors, and only 35% plan
to request government funds. This gap suggests
entrepreneurs lack awareness of government funding
initiatives. The Government should explore ways to
make its funding programmes less administratively
burdensome and increase their visibility.

Cyberport and the HKSTP have also played a vital role
in the financing journeys of Hong Kong startups. Over

What sources of funding do you expect to access in the next 3 years?
65%

Venture capital investors
35%

Government funds

33%

Private equity
27%

Seed or angel investment

27%

Retained earnings
22%

Bank loans
11%

Personal savings
8%

Crowd-funding
4%

Friends and family

0%
Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
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Business support
Hong Kong has a well-connected, supportive network for
startups that will continue to serve as an essential catalyst for
cross-border ecosystem development. The number of co-working
spaces, incubators and accelerators in Hong Kong is surging, providing
startups with ample support to achieve success. To better integrate
Hong Kong startups into the GBA network, there is a consensus that
cross-border connectivity and support can be strengthened.

As a key incubator in Hong Kong, Cyberport is committed to uplifting the city’s
entrepreneurship in innovation and technology. Apart from providing startups
with tailor-made support services, Cyberport also provides valuable testing
and application scenarios through the adoption of digital solutions, ranging
from smart building and 5G deployment, to renewable energy solutions, and
more, on a pilot basis within our campus.
Peter Yan
CEO, Cyberport

Incubators and accelerators in Hong Kong host
initiatives to meet the needs of high-tech startups,
including by providing low-cost access to otherwise
expensive research facilities, matching funds granted
by venture capital firms, referring startups for new
business opportunities, and providing mentoring and
coaching services.

Government-funded Cyberport and HKSTP, which
together incubate 200 startups a year, are among the
largest incubation programmes in Hong Kong.
Incubation programmes are often aimed at fostering
entrepreneurial activity in a particular industry. HKSTP
has Incu-Tech, Incu-App, Incu-Bio and STEP, and Cyberport
runs artificial intelligence and fintech incubators.

The number of co-working spaces, incubators and
accelerators in Hong Kong expanded from 62 in 2017
to 124 in 2021 as entrepreneurial activity picked up.2
In recent years, universities have started to launch
incubation programmes. These guide students on how
to turn their inventions into startups, and support faculty
members and researchers looking to commercialise
their scientific findings. Many large corporations, such
as Eureka Nova of New World Group and Nan Fung
Workshop of Nan Fung Group, have ramped up their
contributions to incubators. They aim to nurture startups
that could provide synergies to their core businesses.
Some large corporations have invested directly in the
incubated startups.

These programmes accelerate the growth of startups
and entrepreneurs by providing multiple resources. For
instance, Cyberport’s incubation programme offers digital
technology entrepreneurs funding of up to HKD500,000,
access to work space, meeting and conference rooms,
networking opportunities with industry experts and other
entrepreneurs, business support, investment-raising
tools to nurture entrepreneurial spirit, business knowhow, technical assistance, marketing support, and talent
networking.
HKSTP and Cyberport also provide startups with soft
services such as legal and tax consultancy, introductions
to entrepreneurs, and connections to potential clients. In
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Entrepreneurs appreciate the business support
services available in Hong Kong, and hope to see
additional support for cross-border expansion
Entrepreneurs in Hong Kong are generally positive on
the support provided to them, with 56% convinced
this is sufficient through incubation or acceleration
programmes. About half of entrepreneurs agreed that
they receive enough support by being introduced to
industry startup networking events (53%) and investor
events (50%), including business matching, trade shows
and pitch competitions, although a mere 21% said R&D
commercialisation support is sufficient.

some cases, HKSTP introduces companies to lawyers
and IP or patent experts who can assist in polishing
proposals and offer legal advice to protect and
maximise the value of inventions.
Patents are vital to the success of startups in today’s
competitive and dynamic environment. As a leading
world city, Hong Kong has a mature legal system with
high standards of transparency, trust and fairness.
This gives startups great assurance that their contracts
will be honoured, disputes will be solved fairly, and
intellectual property will be protected. Hong Kong’s
Intellectual Property Department encourages startups
to harness their intangible intellectual property by
offering training courses and free consultations.

Among those who have participated in incubation or
acceleration programmes, 78% were satisfied with the
marketing or advertising support they received, 78% with
the support for business skills development, and 77%
with the resources for network development.

We benefited a lot from various support policies, such as preferential
rental programmes and tech talent admission schemes. We also take good
advantage of the leading laboratory facilities and testing equipment provided
by HKSTP, and the accelerator programmes that helped turn our business
ideas into an initial prototype and finally a viable product.
Marvin Ma
CEO, Bone's Technology Limited

Entrepreneurs’ views on whether support for startups is sufficient
Incubation / acceleration programme

56%

Networking events

53%

Investor events

46%

Business advisory service

41%

Coaching and mentoring services

41%

R&D commercialisation support

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
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10%

Not sure

17%

30%

24%

33%

26%

30%

29%

35%
20%

20%

33%

21%
0%

14%

27%

50%

Oﬃce / co-working space

Extremely suﬃcient / suﬃcient

30%

30%

40%

44%
50%

Extremely insuﬃcient / insuﬃcient

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%
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Satisfaction with the services provided by incubators and accelerators
Access to marketing / advertising support

78%

Business skills development

78%

Network development

77%

Access to investors / funders

76%

9%

Access to like-minded entrepreneurs

73%

11%

Very useful

Not sure

9%

69%
10%

20%

30%

9%

13%

9%

74%

0%

13%

9%

Mentorship

Access to IT resources

9%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

14%
15%
17%
16%
22%
90%

100%

Not useful

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey

To better integrate Hong Kong startups within the GBA
network, there is a rise of cross-border business support
initiatives. For example, HKTDC introduced the GoGBA
one-stop platform in June 2021, which provides small
and medium enterprises in Hong Kong advisory and
business support through its Transformation Sandbox
(T-box), online and physical exhibitions and conferences,
and WeChat mini-programme (GoGBA), etc.
However, there is a consensus among stakeholders
that additional marketing should be done to increase
visibility and promote cross-border business support
that is available to Hong Kong startups who wish to
expand into the GBA. Cross-boundary advisory support
can also be strengthened, particularly legal advisory and
professional services support.

Hong Kong startups that aspire to tap into opportunities
in the GBA require additional resources to ensure
smooth expansions. In the latest Policy Address, the
Government announced that HKSTP will be establishing
GBA InnoExpress to provide startups with the support
required to expand internationally and attract foreign
investment.3 HKSTP has extensive partnerships
with key industry players such as Ant Group and
Brinc, and leverages these networks to provide GBA
InnoExpress participants with valuable insights into
GBA expansion. The programme helps entrepreneurs
think internationally and realise the potential for
their businesses outside Hong Kong. A handful of key
stakeholders mentioned the importance of establishing
global companies to elevate Hong Kong's position as
a world-class innovation hub. GBA InnoExpress will
facilitate this mission.
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Culture and norms
Hong Kong has a sophisticated business culture with a budding
entrepreneurial mindset among young people, but requires
a startup friendly environment to nurture the next unicorns.
Although many students believe entrepreneurial spirit in Hong Kong is
on the rise, far fewer desire to work in or establish their own startups.
Hong Kong needs a risk-taking culture to foster innovation amid
intensifying global competition for young talent, capital and startups.
“We have witnessed a growing interest in
entrepreneurship among our students, as demonstrated
by the increasing number of startups championed by
our students and graduates.” Professor Michael Yang

illustrated the inherent entrepreneurial spirit of Hong
Kong youth, who should venture beyond boundaries and
explore opportunities in and outside Hong Kong.

Entrepreneurship has prevailed in recent years. The growth of Hong Kong's
startup ecosystem indeed hinges on the collaboration of various stakeholders,
including investors, academia, the Government and supportive professional
services. These are essential elements that help an entrepreneur turn their
innovative ideas into products.
Innovate For Future was established by a group of front-line entrepreneurs.
We advocate Hong Kong's economic transformation with innovation
and technology and encourage startups to make efforts to grasp growth
opportunities in the post‑COVID “new normal”.
Duncan Chiu
Convenor, Innovate For Future
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Entrepreneurs’ and students’ views on Hong Kong entrepreneurial spirit
40%
36%

35%

37%

29%

30%

28%

25%
19%

20%

16%
13%

15%
10%

8%

7%

7%

5%
0%

1

Entrepreneurs

2

3

4

5 (highest)

Students

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur & student survey

More than 40% of entrepreneurs and students surveyed
rated Hong Kong's entrepreneurial spirit at 4 or above.
29% of entrepreneurs and 36% of students view this as

average, with the remaining minority rating it below 3,
indicating ample room for improvement.

Entrepreneurs’ and students’ views on Hong Kong entrepreneurial culture

Entrepreneurs

11%

25%

15%

17%

22%

26%

29%

Agree

Students
My friends are supportive of
myself pursuing a career as
self-employed

64%

34%

51%

35%

31%

29%

29%

48%

47%

45%

42%

Neither agree nor disagree

My family is supportive of
myself pursuing a career as
self-employed
Hong Kong startup landscape is
dynamic and vibrant
Hong Kong society trusts digital
solutions and has high
willingness to pay for them
Hong Kong society welcomes
creativity and experimentation
Entrepreneurship is recognised
as a good career path in Hong Kong

47%

35%

39%

19%

33%

20%

34%

32%

41%

43%

22%

35%

42%

25%

33%

32%

32%

36%

Disagree

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur & student survey
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Entrepreneurs tend to have a more positive view than
students do of Hong Kong's entrepreneurial culture,
with 64% of entrepreneurs but only 47% of students
indicating they get support from friends, and 51% of

entrepreneurs but only 35% of students saying their
family is supportive of them pursuing a career as selfemployed.

Entrepreneurial intention of students

Have not considered
working for a startup

40%

43%

Have considered working
for a startup

9%

17%

Previously founded /
worked for a startup

Source: Deloitte student survey analysis

Many students have entrepreneurial intentions, with
60% having worked at a startup before, currently
working for a startup, or considering working for one.
In recent years, efforts to increase students’ exposure
to entrepreneurship have been seen in universities’
entrepreneurship-based programmes and business
plan competitions. For example, PolyU and HKSTP
announced a partnership in August 2021 on a joint
GBA-focused entrepreneurship programme,39 which
aims to nurture young R&D talent to become Hong
Kong’s next generation of leading tech entrepreneurs
and innovators. This programme will leverage
HKSTP’s strength in ideation and pre-incubation, and
PolyU’s expertise in entrepreneurship education and
knowledge transfer. HKUST also signed an MoU with
HKSTP in August 2021 to establish a co-incubation
programme, aiming to create a cross-border laboratory
platform and provide early-stage startups with R&D
development and expansion opportunities.
The City I&T Grand Challenge and Alibaba
Entrepreneurs Fund’s Jumpstarter IdeaPOP! are
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successful examples of increasing young students’
exposure to entrepreneurship. The City I&T Grand
Challenge is a pitch competition launched by ITC and
HKSTP, with online judging, a five-day semi-pitch
and the Grand Pitch. Alibaba Entrepreneurs Fund’s
Jumpstarter IdeaPOP! is a pitch competition open to
students in Hong Kong, allowing local startups to pitch
to top investors, interact with industry leaders, and
connect with the Alibaba Ecosystem that provides
students with mentorship and training.
Breer, a sustainable beer brand startup that upcycles
bread waste into craft beer, was named Champion
of Environmental Sustainability in the 2021 City I&T
Grand Challenge, and awarded the 2nd runner-up
prize in 2021 Jumpstarter IdeaPOP!. Through these
competitions, Breer was given exceptional networking
opportunities and received entrepreneurial support
such as valuable guidance on branding, business
development and partnerships.
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Reasons for students not considering a startup career
Lack of a solid
business idea

40%

Insuﬃcient funding
or capital

38%

Low risk tolerance
or appetite

30%

Lack of
entrepreneurial support

25%

Family pressure

12%

Peer pressure

8%

Unclear career path

1%

Others

1%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Source: Deloitte student survey analysis

Students’ main reasons for not considering a startup are
the lack of a solid business idea and insufficient funding
and capital. This matches our stakeholder interviews, in
which students lacked insights into market gaps and did
not understand the funding sources available to them.
This highlights the potential effectiveness of incubators
and accelerators targeted at university students and
actively encouraging participation. They give students an
opportunity to test the validity of their ideas with limited
opportunity cost (versus being employed in a stable
job). They also provide them with the capital required to
turn ideas into products, and test these in the market
to verify if their business ideas are feasible as full-time
careers. Ultimately, the goal is not for every student to
pursue a career at a startup, but to pave the way for
those who have the interest and commitment to take
this leap.
A majority (77%) of students desire to work at a large
corporation on graduation, with merely 33% keen on
joining a startup (as an employee) and 23% interested

in being a startup founder. This is likely due to the
traditional mindset of Hong Kong citizens, who tend to
prize jobs with stable career trajectories. Hong Kong
needs a more risk-taking culture to foster innovation
amid intensifying global competition for young talent,
capital and startups, and should more prominently
celebrate success stories and startup heroes to inspire
the next generation.
Ruby Lam, the Head (Career Centre), Dean of Students’
Office at HKUST, points out that “Entrepreneurship has
become increasingly popular among students these
days. That said, many of them find it difficult to choose
between working for an established company and
working for a startup, as the general community often
has a limited understanding of the career prospects and
potential growth of becoming an entrepreneur. Through
sharing more entrepreneurial success stories with the
public, we hope to increase the awareness in the general
community about the potential opportunities and
growth for entrepreneurs and young companies.”
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Career aspiration among students after graduation
Working in a large,
established corporate
(e.g. MNC)

77%

Working in a startup
as an employee

33%

Establishing
my own startup

23%

3%

Others
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Source: Deloitte student survey analysis

Students on whether entrepreneurial support is sufficient
Entrepreneurship
programmes provided
by my university

51%

Entrepreneurship
competitions

43%

Industry / start-up
networking events

Not sure

10%

20%

41%

31%
0%

18%

37%

38%

Entrepreneurship
programmes provided
outside university

Suﬃcient

31%

21%

41%
20%

30%

40%

50%

28%
60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Insuﬃcient

Source: Deloitte student survey analysis

Generally, students view the entrepreneurial support
provided to them in Hong Kong as adequate, with
over half agreeing their universities provide sufficient
support by hosting entrepreneur programmes. Student
entrepreneurs echoed these sentiments. Ricky Cheng,
a HKUST entrepreneur who co-founded the startup
HONMAR Biomedical, comments that through the
support from the HKUST Entrepreneurship Centre, his
business is able to connect with the alumni circle to
access promising business activities as well as financial
support for brand development and GBA expansion.
In addition, the HKUST Technology Transfer Centre
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provided comprehensive support in helping his startup
commercialise patent products and services. Swapnil
Mishra, another student entrepreneur from HKUST
and founder of Planeteers, remarks, "being a nonlocal student, I came to HKUST with a mind open to
all possibilities… The HKUST Entrepreneurship Centre
has been supportive and has been critical in scouting
opportunities for us… I think the future for the Hong
Kong startup ecosystem is one where startups will focus
on solving societal issues and will be drivers of change if
well supported by universities, incubators, and related
institutions.”
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Ride on policy tailwinds: tapping
into the GBA initiative
The Central Government has ambitious aspirations
for Hong Kong, Macau and the nine Mainland cities of
the Greater Bay Area to rise together as an innovation
powerhouse comparable to Silicon Valley in the
United States.

the Central Government encourages Hong Kong to elevate
its status as an international aviation hub, develop into an
international I&T hub, build towards becoming a regional
intellectual property trading centre, and establish itself as
a hub for artistic and cultural exchange between China
and the rest of the world.40

Hong Kong has a pivotal role in China’s innovation and
technology development. Under the 14th Five-Year Plan,

Comparing Hong Kong, GBA and other Chinese Mainland cities
Key drivers of companies’ growth
90%

Technological innovation

87%
86%

Business model innovation

59%
16%
19%

Marketing improvement

36%

3%

Proper and eﬀective
incentive mechanism

47%
62%

18%
20%
24%

Corporate culture
12%

19%
19%
19%

1%
0%
2%
0%

M&A
Alliance and strategic
collaboration

10%

Others

1%
1%
2%
0%

Hong Kong

67%
62%
66%

42%

36%
35%

Improvement of operation
capability and eﬃciency

96%

Shenzhen

44%

16%
20%

6%

10%

20%

Guangzhou

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Mainland China

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
Note: Mainland China refers to Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Wuhan

Across every city, high-growth startups attribute their
success to the ability to deploy technological innovations.
This is true for almost all of the startups in Shenzhen
(96%), and very large majorities in Hong Kong (90%)
and Guangzhou (87%). Rapid changes in consumer

preferences and increasing volatility in the marketplace
has made it crucial for startups to adopt agile business
models. 67% of Hong Kong startups share this sentiment
and agree that business model innovation as a key driver
of their companies’ growth.
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Challenges hindering technological innovation
42%
43%
44%

Lack of high-end talent
Lack of ﬁnancial support
for independent research
and development

52%

34%

61%

36%
40%
42%
46%
46%

Lack of talent with
integrated knowledge in
technology and management
27%

Lack of market-based
environment that
encourages innovation

24%

Diﬃculty in ﬁnding partners
for joint innovation

7%
8%
7%

Lack of disruptive technology

34%
30%

17%
12%

11%
10%

18%
17%
20%
16%
20%

Uncertain market demand

4%
3%
2%

Others
0%
Hong Kong

54%

Shenzhen

9%

10%

20%

Guangzhou

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Mainland China

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
Note: Mainland China refers to Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Wuhan

More than half of Hong Kong startups surveyed (52%)
find it challenging to secure funding to support R&D,
citing the lack of financial support for independent R&D
as a challenge hindering technological innovation. This
could be because current government funding schemes
in Hong Kong are typically concentrated in designated
sectors or innovative companies in fields that fulfil
HKSAR’s strategic needs. The gap is further widened by a
relative lack of funding support from private investors for
R&D-driven companies. Private investors have historically
favoured companies that produce applied technologies
as these tend to result in a higher return over a shorter
investment horizon. Startups are largely driven by R&D,
making investors less likely to invest in them. Hence, it is
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important for the Hong Kong Government to expand the
eligibility of its funding programmes to encapsulate more
startups and stimulate funding from private investors. It
could, for example, share the risk with private investors
by providing guarantees or co-investing in joint funds.
42% of Hong Kong startups felt there is a shortage
of quality talent. Difficulty in securing quality talent
is a sentiment shared by 43% of Shenzhen and
44% Guangzhou startups. A few of the Hong Kong
entrepreneurs surveyed revealed that their companies’
expansion plans have been impacted by a shortage of
mid-level engineers and technicians.
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Talent attraction and retention

42%

24%
11%
12%
12%

Limited career
development
for employees

18%

8%
5%
4%
10%

Incomplete performance
review system

14%

Ineﬀective training system

36%

18%
7%

Weak corporate culture
0%
0%

Ineﬀective leadership

0%
0%

Hong Kong

60%

33%

Uncompetitive salary

Shenzhen

32%

14%
18%
14%

5%
10%

20%

30%

Guangzhou

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Mainland China

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
Note: Mainland China refers to Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Wuhan

A majority (60%) of Hong Kong entrepreneurs feel their inability to offer a competitive salary is the main hindrance to
attracting and retaining high quality talent, versus just 33% in Shenzhen and 42% in Guangzhou.

Financing plans for the next two years
7%
No plans

23%

11%

33%
36%

18%

Up to HKD60M

41%

7%
25%
23%
21%
29%

HKD60M-HKD122M

22%
18%

HKD122-HKD600M
6%
HKD600M-HKD1.22B

9%
7%
0%

Hong Kong

Shenzhen

10%

26%
27%

15%

20%

Guangzhou

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Mainland China

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
Note: Mainland China refers to Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Wuhan
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A majority of Hong Kong startups plan to raise funds in
the next two years. About 61% will be seeking less than
HKD122 million, and 26% of them targeting HKD122
million to HKD600 million. Fewer than 10% intend to raise
between HKD600 million and HKD1.22 billion. Overall,

Shenzhen and Guangzhou entrepreneurs have more
ambitious financing plans than Hong Kong entrepreneurs
do. Among all cities, Shenzhen startups are seeking larger
financing given the city’s vigorous innovation momentum.

Initial Public Offering (IPO) plans for the next two years and target market

64%
30%

We don't have such plan

33%
32%

8%
64%

Chinese Mainland

63%
52%

36%
31%

Hong Kong

19%
24%

18%
7%

The United States

7%
6%

4%
2%

Other capital markets

4%
4%
0%

Hong Kong

Shenzhen

10%

20%

Guangzhou

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Mainland China

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
Note: Mainland China refers to Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Wuhan

More than 60% of Hong Kong entrepreneurs do not plan
to list their companies in an IPO in the next two years. In
contrast, most Shenzhen (70%) and Guangzhou (67%)
entrepreneurs plan to list. A majority of Hong Kong
startups with IPO plans aim to list in Hong Kong or the
United States, whereas entrepreneurs from Shenzhen
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and Guangzhou are leaning towards listings on Chinese
Mainland stock exchanges. Startups in Shenzhen and
Guangzhou are at a mature stage, given their larger
appetite for IPOs, and tend to be more localised, whereas
Hong Kong startups are more globally oriented.
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Future expansion plans

92%

83%
86%
80%

Yes

8%
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0%
Hong Kong

10%

17%
14%
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20%
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30%

40%

50%
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60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Mainland China

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
Note: Mainland China refers to Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, and Wuhan

A large majority (more than 80%) of entrepreneurs across all three cities have plans to set up their headquarters or a
branch in other regions, demonstrating an appetite to expand their geographical reach.

GBA seen as “integrated economic and business hub with significant potential”
Perceptions of the Greater Bay Area
Integrated economic and business hub with
signiﬁcant potential

33%

An innovation and technology hub

27%

Close integration between Guangdong
province, Hong Kong and Macau

26%

A government mandate only

9%

Quality living circle for living, working and travelling

4%

Others

1%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
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33% of entrepreneurs think “an integrated economic and
business hub with significant potential” best describes
the GBA, followed by “an innovation and technology hub”
(27%) and “close integration between Guangdong, Hong
Kong and Macau” (26%).

This is attributable to the tremendous efforts made to
strengthen Hong Kong’s ties with the GBA, including
a series of initiatives and programmes covering crossborder transport infrastructure, clearance facilitation,
and collaboration on scientific research, talent exchange
and medical services.

Initiatives to promote Hong Kong’s integration with the GBA (non-exhaustive)
Dimension

Launch date

Programme

Objective

Research
collaboration

Apr. 2019

Guangdong-Hong Kong Technology Cooperation
Funding Scheme

Promote I&T exchange and
collaboration

Apr. 2019

Mainland-Hong Kong Joint Funding Scheme

Nov. 2018

The affiliated institution of Chinese Academy of
Sciences in Hong Kong

Jul. 2018

Tax deduction for qualified companies conducing
R&D in GBA

Nov. 2020

The Greater Bay Area Youth Employment Scheme

Mar. 2019

Funding scheme for Youth Entrepreneurship in the
GBA

Mar. 2019

Funding scheme for Experiential Programmes at
Innovation and Entrepreneurial Bases in the GBA

Sep. 2021

Wealth Management Connect

Flow of talent

Flow of capital

Support youth in Hong Kong to start
their own businesses and explore
different career opportunities in the GBA

Allow residents to make cross-boundary
investments in wealth management
products distributed by banks

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey

A launch pad for Hong Kong's startups to tap into
bigger markets
Hong Kong’s diverse population makes it an ideal testing
ground for local startups. However, its small population
of just over 7.4 million people can constrain growth.
Startups therefore need to expand into larger markets
to accelerate their growth. The GBA has a population

of 86 million and GDP of USD1,669 billion as of 2020,41
contributing 11% of China’s GDP.42 It is recognised as one
the most prosperous, dynamic regions in China. The
GBA offers Hong Kong startups a larger customer base,
additional agile and smart manufacturing facilities, and a
wider pool of talent. It will also serve as a launch pad for
startups to expand into Mainland Chinese markets.

After years of exploration, HKX has successfully helped scientists, doctoral
researchers, and students in universities turn their ideas, inventions, and
breakthroughs into commercially viable products. Moving forward, efforts
should be put into helping the R&D community to improve their products,
expand their market coverage, and scale their businesses by connecting them
to supply chain expertise in the GBA cities.
Prof. Guanhua Chen
Co-founder, HKX
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Case study

SmartMore – Pioneering smart
manufacturing in Hong Kong
Established in 2019, SmartMore is a rising AI startup that empowers manufacturing
companies with comprehensive, smart solutions based on computer vision technology.
The company was founded by a tenured computer science and engineering professor at
The Chinese University of Hong Kong and two of his PhD students.
SmartMore started its business in the Greater Bay Area and has benefited from the
combined effect of the region's AI industrial chain. Currently, it has R&D centres in
Hong Kong and Shenzhen, leveraging the talent advantages of each place and driving
synergistic R&D.

As a local high technology company, SmartMore has faith in
the Hong Kong economy’s re-industrialisation, and aspires to
represent Hong Kong in promoting and spreading its technology
breakthroughs to the rest of the world. Together, we can build a
new “Hong Kong smart manufacturing” brand.
Prof. Jiaya, Jia
Founder and Chairman of SmartMore
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According to the survey, about 33% of entrepreneurs
have already established a presence in the GBA,
mostly in Shenzhen (65%), Guangzhou (39%) or
Dongguan (29%). The top three business functions they
have established in Mainland GBA cities are sales &
distribution (25%), production (25%), and R&D (20%). For
sales & distribution and R&D, Shenzhen and Guangzhou
are the most popular cities. For production, Dongguan
and Shenzhen are most favoured.
Despite about 50% of startups having concerns about
the different regulatory systems in Hong Kong and the

Mainland GBA cities, as revealed in our survey results,
most entrepreneurs are relatively positive about the
GBA’s fast-growing business opportunities.
About 63% of them expressed a strong interest in
expanding to GBA cities over the next three years. The
survey also highlighted the three major advantages of
the GBA that entrepreneurs value most: opportunities
to access a larger market (65%), reach strong talent
pools (40%), and gain exposure to and partnership
opportunities with large corporations (30%).

Entrepreneurs who plan to expand their businesses to the GBA in the next 3 years

15%

22%
63%

Strongly agree / agree
Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey
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Neither agree nor disagree

Strongly disagree / disagree
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Entrepreneurs’ views on the main advantages of the GBA
Access to a larger market
/ customer base

65%

40%

Access to strong talent pools
Exposure and partnership opportunities
to more large corporations

30%

R&D cooperation with mainland universities,
research centers and corporations

25%

Financial incentives
by government

21%

Proximity to supply chain

18%

Low business
operation costs

14%

Access to
entrepreneurial services

12%

6%

Others
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Source: Deloitte entrepreneur survey

A critical platform to commercialise Hong Kong’s
world-class innovations
The Hong Kong government has made a major shift in I&T
policies by strengthening its cooperation with the GBA.
Hong Kong’s partnership with Shenzhen as the “dual
engine” is a top priority in the next stage of Hong Kong’s
I&T development.
As unveiled in the latest Policy Address, the Northern
Metropolis plan includes a dedicated zone that will
closely interact with the innovation and technology
industry in Shenzhen. A total of 240 hectares has been
designated in the Lok Ma Chau Loop to develop the
I&T sector, in addition to 87 hectares in the Hong KongShenzhen Innovation and Technology Park now under

construction. This enlarged zone, San Tin Technopole,
will pool the resources of large scale research centres,
universities, innovation and technology companies from
Mainland cities, venture capital and professional services
institutions. It will also foster strong collaboration and
networks among key stakeholders.
Universities are also collaborating with institutions in
the GBA to spur innovation. The “research laboratories
downstairs and startups upstairs” model of HKUST’s
Shenzhen-Hong Kong Collaborative Innovation Research
Institute in the Lok Ma Chau Loop aims to bridge
the gap between scientific research and industrial
transformation.
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Collaboration between academia, research institutions and industry in the GBA43
GBA Cities
• Shenzhen
• Dongguan

Leading industries
• Information
technology
• Electronics

Research institutions

Universities

• Hong Kong Applied Science
and Technology Research
Institute

• The University of
Hong Kong

• Nano and Advanced Materials
Institute

• Zhongshan

• Logistics and auto
manufacturing

• Automotive Platforms and
Application Systems R&D Centre

• Zhuhai

• Electronics and AI

• Logistics and Supply Chain
MultiTech R&D Centre

• Guangzhou

• Life science and
healthcare

• Hong Kong Applied Science and
Technology Research Institute
• Nano and Advanced Materials
Institute

• Foshan

• Auto manufacturing

• Zhaoqing

• Smart manufacturing,
robotics

• Jiangmen

• The Hong Kong
University of Science
and Technology
• The Chinese
University of Hong
Kong
• The Hong Kong
Polytechnic University
• City University of
Hong Kong
• Hong Kong Baptist
University

• Automotive Platforms and
Application Systems R&D
Centre
• Hong Kong Research Institute
of Textiles and Apparel

Source: Our Hong Kong Foundation

Leveraging I&T value chain in the GBA through
synergistic interactions
Hong Kong is strong in basic research and has extensive
global sales & distribution capabilities. Its government
has been promoting re-industrialisation and the
development of advanced manufacturing activities
which are less land- or labour-intensive, and more
technologically involved, such as AI and big data. This can
be a new engine for Hong Kong to boost its economic
growth, while ensuring it remains relevant in China’s
overall I&T development.
There are several manufacturing bases in Hong Kong’s
re-industrialisation plan, including the Advanced
Manufacturing Centre, the Precision Manufacturing
Centre and the Microelectronics Centre. The Advanced
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Manufacturing Centre is scheduled to be completed
in 2022. It will be a multi-storey industrial building
catering to companies with highly automated production
and operation processes. The building will be fully
equipped with manufacturing facilities to support the
commercialisation and production of highly customised,
technologically innovative solutions. In addition, it will
provide tenants with shared services including logistics,
warehousing, prototyping, low-volume assembly and
clean room-enabled space.
These manufacturing bases in Hong Kong can be
a perfect testing base where pilot production or
prototype creation can be conducted within Mainland
cities before proceeding to mass production in facilities
at adjacent cities.
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Case study

Ecoinno – the GBA as an
integrated innovation ecosystem
Established in 2011, Ecoinno is a next-generation green material solutions company based
in HKSTP. It focuses on developing multiple categories of products from 100% cellulosebased Green Composite Material™, complemented by Ecoinno’s proprietary processing
facilities.
Ecoinno has an operating presence in Hong Kong and the Mainland GBA cities to fully
leverage the strengths of the GBA ecosystem in a synergistic manner and drive innovation.
It established a materials R&D centre in Hong Kong in 2020 and a R&D Mega Hub in the
Mainland in 2021.

Hong Kong has given us a solid base to research, test and successfully
achieve what we set out to do. The GBA provides us with the capacity
to take it to the next level, build and expand on the hard work and
effort that flourished in HK. Going forward I expect both regions will
continue to innovate hand-in-hand to achieve sustainability for various
industries and our ecosystem.
George Chen
Chairperson and CEO of Ecoinno
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The way forward: recommendations
for Hong Kong’s innovation
ecosystem
Employ a comprehensive strategy to bolster integration with the Mainland
GBA cities, with a focus on harmonising different institutional systems
• The GBA is a crucial enabler for the scaling up of Hong Kong's I&T sector. Given the immense upside
potential from tapping into this highly populated area, local entrepreneurs are anticipating the
introduction of a more detailed and actionable GBA initiative. However, the different institutional
systems between Hong Kong and Mainland cities in the GBA remain a key challenge faced by 50% of
entrepreneurs. It is therefore paramount that the Hong Kong Government not only expedites
cross-border exchanges of talent, capital, goods and information, but also harmonises regulations
such as tax rules and procedures to further boost integration between Hong Kong and the
Mainland cities in the GBA.
• Cross-border connectivity and support should also be strengthened to better integrate Hong
Kong startups within the GBA network, particularly in legal advisory and professional services for
startups seeking expansion into China. Additional marketing should be done to increase visibility
and promote cross-border business support that is available to Hong Kong startups who wish to
expand into GBA.

Accelerate I&T adoption through 360-degree public procurement
• To build public confidence in digital solutions developed by startups, the Hong Kong Government
should enhance its public procurement strategy of innovative solutions. It can consider taking on
the strategies of other developed countries to facilitate more startup participation. For example,
Singapore recently introduced the concept of dynamic contracts, which allow suppliers to offer
new products and services to government instead of waiting for their contracts to expire before
making timely revisions. This agile approach enables the Government to adopt digital solutions as
they are introduced to the market, in addition to supporting SMEs who are constantly innovating
new solutions. Another innovative solution in Singapore is the use of spiral contracting, wherein
companies are contracted in stages as a project progresses, with each step dependent on the
success of the previous one.
• The Government should also increase the visibility of the measures it has implemented to increase
startup participation in public procurement to ensure recent efforts are recognised by industry
players.
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Establish an independent research industry consortium to forge long-term
collaboration between academia, R&D centres and industry
• A concerted effort from government, universities, R&D institutions, and industry players is required
to bridge the gap from research to commercialisation. This can centre on a research-industry
consortium that brings together researchers and industry players in Hong Kong, Mainland GBA
cities and globally to cultivate a multi-disciplinary research environment and promote technology
transfer.
• To ensure sustainable commitment and success, clear governance and guidelines on the joint
research model, commercialisation path and IP strategy must be defined at the onset. For example,
Imec, a leading global R&D hub focusing on nanoeletronics and digital technologies, offers various
industrial partnership models (e.g. multi-partner open innovation and bilateral collaboration
between the consortium and a partner on proprietary research) supported by various IP models
(e.g. shared IP and sole ownership).

Enhance co-investment schemes by increasing risk appetite or introducing
alternative models
• As Hong Kong's innovation ecosystem continues to grow, it has seen a corresponding increase in
public and private funding support. Private venture capital investors in Hong Kong tend to invest
in startups that can provide a quick investment turnaround. The Hong Kong government should
enhance its co-investment programmes to more aggressively inject funding into high-risk, highimpact and scalable startups. One idea is to update ITVF's co-investment ratio from 2:1 to near
1:1. This will increase the appetite of private investors to invest into high growth startups in Hong
Kong. A few countries, such as Singapore (via SEEDS Capital), have taken on this risk profile to boost
private investment. The government can also actively seek new co-investment partners to increase
the number of deals brought forward for potential investment. This could involve expanding the
type of co-investment partners to include mature startups. Ultimately, ITVF funds should be used
promptly to ensure Hong Kong startups with high growth potential are supported sufficiently today.
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Strengthen policies to attract and retain global talent and build a
sustainable pipeline of local talent
• The competition for global I&T talent is intense. The Government can enhance talent policies to
make Hong Kong competitive.
– It can consider expediting the hiring of foreign I&T talent and retaining foreign serial
entrepreneurs through dedicated visa channels, especially for I&T talent that Hong Kong needs
most, such as data scientists, cloud and IT security capabilities. For example, Canada recently
launched the Global Talent Stream programme, which allows Canadian employers to obtain work
permits in just 10 days for foreign workers who can fill talent gaps. By cutting the time taken to
process permits, corporations can secure talent at a faster rate.
– The Government could also consider fast-track permanent residency for top global I&T talent or
serial entrepreneurs. Currently, applicants are only eligible to apply to be a permanent resident
after they have lived in Hong Kong for seven years. In contrast, applicants in Singapore are
only required to work for six months to apply to become permanent residents. The Hong Kong
government could consider offering a fast-track to permanent residency for I&T talent.
– To help cushion the high cost of living in Hong Kong, the Government could introduce policies that
would reduce innovation cost, for example by offering affordable offices or tax incentives.
– The Government could also find ways to entice talent to work in Hong Kong after the end of
outbound employee programmes, such as the Greater Bay Area Youth Employment Scheme in
which Hong Kong graduates are offered the chance to work in a Mainland city of the GBA for 18
months, to ensure more talent returns to Hong Kong after these programmes. It could enforce
a bond period, whereby talent is required to work in Hong Kong for a specific period after their
tenure at a programme ends.
• The Government could also consider establishing a dedicated body to facilitate the implementation
of STEM education and introduce state-of-the-art technologies in schools, such as immersive VR or
simulation technologies. These are key aspects of the metaverse, which will allow students to have
real-world experience of interacting and experimenting with virtual objects. There is much to be
learnt from other developed countries that have successfully integrated STEM education into their
core curriculums. Singapore is one such example. To equip its students with leading-edge STEM
related skills, it set up STEM Inc., a standalone unit to facilitate the adoption of STEM education
into the Applied Learning Programme (ALP) in secondary schools, which is part of the main school
timetable. STEM Inc. does this by recruiting industry veterans to co-design and co-teach the STEP
ALP curriculum with educators. After an initial period of guidance, teachers gain the skills necessary
to run the programme themselves with STEM Inc. supporting them only by updating the curriculum
to match the industry's latest needs. Schools are also matched with an industry partner to give
students further exposure.44 Hong Kong should consider this centralised approach, which depends
on collaboration between schools, veterans and industry players.
• It is also critical to reframe the public's thinking so that they view entrepreneurship as a desirable
career choice. For example, unicorns or startups that thrive can serve as inspiring success
stories for younger generations. More effort could be made to increase students’ exposure to
entrepreneurship, such as by introducing entrepreneurship as a viable path in career education,
matching students with mentors or providing internships at startups.
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6/F Asia Pacific Tower
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Tel: +86 24 6785 4068
Fax: +86 24 6785 4067
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9/F China Resources Building
5001 Shennan Road East
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Tel: +86 755 8246 3255
Fax: +86 755 8246 3186
Suzhou
24/F Office Tower A, Building 58
Suzhou Center
58 Su Xiu Road, Industrial Park
Suzhou 215021, PRC
Tel: +86 512 6289 1238
Fax: +86 512 6762 3338 / 3318
Tianjin
45/F Metropolitan Tower
183 Nanjing Road
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Tel: +86 22 2320 6688
Fax: +86 22 8312 6099
Wuhan
Unit 1, 49/F
New World International Trade Tower
568 Jianshe Avenue
Wuhan 430000, PRC
Tel: +86 27 8538 2222
Fax: +86 27 8526 7032
Xiamen
Unit E, 26/F International Plaza
8 Lujiang Road, Siming District
Xiamen 361001, PRC
Tel: +86 592 2107 298
Fax: +86 592 2107 259
Xi’an
Room 5104A, 51F Block A
Greenland Center
9 Jinye Road, High-tech Zone
Xi'an 710065, PRC
Tel: +86 29 8114 0201
Fax: +86 29 8114 0205
Zhengzhou
Unit 5A10, Block 8, Kailin Center
No.51 Jinshui East Road
Zhengdong New District
Zhengzhou 450018, PRC
Tel: +86 371 8897 3700
Fax: +86 371 8897 3710
Sanya
Floor 16, Lanhaihuating Plaza
(Sanya Huaxia Insurance Center)
No. 279, Xinfeng street
Jiyang District
Sanya 572099, PRC
Tel: +86 898 8861 5558
Fax: +86 898 8861 0723
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